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Empirical Review of Smart Contract and DeFi Security:
Vulnerability Detection and Automated Repair

Peng Qian, Rui Cao, Wenqing Li, Ming Li, Lun Zhang, Eskil, Jianhai Chen, Qinming He

Abstract—Decentralized Finance (DeFi) is emerging as a peer-
to-peer financial ecosystem, enabling participants to trade prod-
ucts on a permissionless blockchain. Built on blockchain and
smart contracts, the DeFi ecosystem has experienced explosive
growth in recent years. Unfortunately, smart contracts hold a
massive amount of value, making them an attractive target
for attacks. So far, attacks against smart contracts and DeFi
protocols have resulted in billions of dollars in financial losses,
severely threatening the security of the entire DeFi ecosystem.
Researchers have proposed various security tools for smart
contracts and DeFi protocols as countermeasures. However, a
comprehensive investigation of these efforts is still lacking, leaving
a crucial gap in our understanding of how to enhance the security
posture of the smart contract and DeFi landscape.

To fill the gap, this paper reviews the progress made in the
field of smart contract and DeFi security from the perspective
of both vulnerability detection and automated repair. First, we
analyze the DeFi smart contract security issues and challenges.
Specifically, we lucubrate various DeFi attack incidents and
summarize the attacks into six categories. Then, we present
an empirical study of 42 state-of-the-art techniques that can
detect smart contract and DeFi vulnerabilities. In particular,
we evaluate the effectiveness of traditional smart contract bug
detection tools in analyzing complex DeFi protocols. Additionally,
we investigate 8 existing automated repair tools for smart con-
tracts and DeFi protocols, providing insight into their advantages
and disadvantages. To make this work useful for as wide of an
audience as possible, we also identify several open issues and
challenges in the DeFi ecosystem that should be addressed in the
future. As a side contribution, we release an annotated dataset
that consists of 99 DeFi protocols (7, 340 DeFi smart contracts)
and concerns six types of DeFi attacks, hoping to facilitate the
DeFi community.

Index Terms—Smart Contract; Decentralized Finance (DeFi);
Blockchain; Vulnerability Detection; Automated Repair

I. INTRODUCTION

Blockchain and its killer applications, e.g., Bitcoin [1] and
smart contract [2], are taking the world by storm, giving rise
to a variety of interesting and compelling decentralized appli-
cations [3]–[5]. A blockchain is essentially a replicated and
distributed ledger that is shared among all bookkeeping nodes
in a peer-to-peer network following a consensus protocol [6],
[7]. Each block in the blockchain consists of a number of
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transactions. Every time a new transaction occurs, a record of
that transaction is added to the ledger of every bookkeeping
node [8]. The duplicate ledgers stored in the worldwide
participating nodes ensure that transactions are immutable
once recorded, endowing the blockchain with tamper-proof
and decentralized nature [9].

Smart contracts are programs running on a blockchain
system. They encode predefined terms into executable contract
code. Once a smart contract is deployed on the blockchain, its
defined rules will be strictly followed during execution. Smart
contracts make the automatic execution of contract terms
possible, facilitating complex decentralized applications [10],
[11]. So far, tens of millions of contracts have been deployed
on Ethereum, one of the most prominent blockchain platforms,
enabling a variety of applications, such as wallet [12], gam-
bling game [13], supply chain [14], healthcare [15], and cross-
industry finance [16].

Recently, we have witnessed a dramatic rise in the popu-
larity of decentralized finance (DeFi) applications [17]–[20].
The total value locked (TVL) in DeFi has increased to as
high as $248.84 billion due to the rapid growth of these
applications. DeFi has shown its potential to expand the use
of blockchain from simple value transfer to complex financial
services [21]. Popular DeFi protocols now enable a variety of
decentralized services, including lending and borrowing [22],
portfolio management [23], [24], asset exchanges [25], and
derivatives [26], all without the need for trusted parties.

Motivation I: Understanding DeFi Attacks. While DeFi
has been constantly improving, it is still in its infancy and
the new DeFi ecosystem is crude, leaving a large room for
security attacks [27], [28]. For example, in February 2020, the
well-known DeFi protocol bZx suffered from two consecutive
attacks [29]. Attackers made use of the logic flaws in bZx
to achieve arbitrage (i.e., stealing over $8 million ETH at
that time) at a low cost. This case is not isolated, and
attacks on DeFi protocols happen every few months [30].
In April 2020, cybercriminals hacked into the DeFi proto-
col UniswapV1 and exploited the reentrancy vulnerability to
steal 1,278 ETH [31]. In October 2021, the DeFi protocol
Cream.Finance suffered from an external attack, yielding
losses of more than $130 million [32]. Recently, DeFi cross-
chain project Poly Network [33] and NFT game Ronin [34]
were attacked by hackers, losing $611 million and $622
million respectively, which are the two most severe attacks in
DeFi at the time of writing. According to the statistics from the
REKT Database [35], DeFi protocols have lost a total of $77.1
billion due to scams, hacks, and exploits, out of which only
$6.5 billion has been returned. Fig. 1 shows the cumulative
financial losses caused by attacks on DeFi over the past three
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Fig. 1. The cumulative losses caused by attacks targeting DeFi protocols.

years. Obviously, frequent attacks have caused huge losses to
the DeFi ecosystem and severely hindered its development.

Notwithstanding recent efforts have been directed towards
investigating DeFi attacks [21], [36], [37], a broad and well-
structured overview of this important research topic is still
missing. In particular, current studies mostly revolve around
financial applications and services of DeFi [38], [39], while
lacking an in-depth review on DeFi attacks. Motivated by this,
we strive to provide a comprehensive understanding of various
DeFi attacks, hoping to facilitate the DeFi community.

Motivation II: Investigating State-of-the-Art Smart Con-
tract and DeFi Security Tools. Like traditional computer
programs, smart contracts contain vulnerabilities. Distinct
from the traditional programs, exposed bugs in the on-chain
smart contracts cannot be patched due to the immutability of
the blockchain [40]. Since DeFi protocols typically consist
of multiple smart contracts, they inevitably carry the risk of
external attacks. Therefore, it is important to identify potential
vulnerabilities in smart contracts. A number of works [41]–
[43] have been developed to automatically detect flaws in
smart contracts. They mainly focus on static analysis [44]–[46]
and fuzzing techniques [47]–[49] to discover vulnerabilities.
For example, Slither [50] converts smart contracts into an in-
termediate representation and performs taint analysis to detect
vulnerabilities. ContractFuzzer [51] applies fuzzing techniques
to smart contracts and reveals vulnerabilities by monitoring
runtime behavior during fuzzing. However, most of these
approaches are tailored for traditional smart contracts that
usually comprise a single contract. Their ability to perform
vulnerability analysis on complex DeFi protocols has yet to
be investigated.

Several recent efforts [52]–[54] are devoted to detecting
DeFi attacks by analyzing the transactions in DeFi proto-
cols, from which they extract transaction patterns to expose
potential attacks. For example, PROMUTATOR [30] detects
the price manipulation attack by reconstructing probable DeFi
use patterns from historical transactions. DEFIRANGER [55]
identifies DeFi price oracle attacks according to recovered
high-level DeFi semantics. Unfortunately, although the interest
in DeFi attack detection is increasing, there is no systematic
overview to probe the state-of-the-art DeFi attack detection
approaches and gauge their effectiveness.

Another line of work focuses on identifying and patching
vulnerabilities in smart contracts and DeFi protocols. For
example, SGUARD [56] compiles a smart contract into the
bytecode, source map, and abstract syntax tree (AST). The
bytecode is used to find bugs, while the source map and
AST help fix the contract at the source code level. [57]
develop an automated repair approach for DeFi protocols that
can fix violations of functional specifications expressed as a
property while providing solid correctness guarantees. To our
knowledge, the review of existing automated repair tools for
smart contracts and DeFi protocols is yet to be explored.

Our Work. In this paper, we aim to provide a comprehen-
sive understanding of various DeFi attacks and an empirical
review of state-of-the-art smart contract and DeFi security
tools. On the one hand, we study 57 reported DeFi attack
incidents, from which we summarize six common categories
of DeFi attacks. In particular, we present concrete examples to
illustrate the attack flow of each type of DeFi attack. Notably,
we construct and release an annotated dataset consisting of
99 DeFi protocols (a total of 7, 340 smart contracts). We
ensure the traceability of each project by providing its address
or URL. For each DeFi protocol, we annotate the type of
attack or vulnerability it suffered. On the other hand, we
investigate 50 security analysis tools that can either detect or
repair vulnerabilities in smart contracts and DeFi protocols.
Specifically, we first review the principles of bug detection
tools for traditional smart contracts, and then conduct extensive
experiments to evaluate their performance when applied to
complex DeFi protocols. Then, we illustrate the design of
existing DeFi attack hunting techniques and DeFi smart con-
tract automated repair approaches, as well as their workflow.
Finally, we analyze the limitations of existing security tools
when dealing with DeFi protocols, and provide overall novel
insights. Our study also identifies several open issues and
challenges in the DeFi ecosystem that need to be addressed
by future work.

Contributions. The key contributions of this paper are:
• This work, to the best of our knowledge, is the first to

present a comprehensive review of various DeFi attacks
and a systematic evaluation of the state-of-the-art smart
contract and DeFi security tools, empirically revealing both
the capabilities and limitations of existing approaches.

• In light of 57 reported DeFi attack incidents, we summarize
six categories of DeFi attacks or vulnerabilities. Further, we
also construct a benchmark dataset, which contains a total
of 7, 340 DeFi smart contracts. To facilitate the community,
we have released this dataset for public use at https://gith
ub.com/Messi-Q/DeFi-Protocol.

• We empirically study 42 bug detection tools and 8 au-
tomated repair techniques for smart contracts and DeFi
protocols, with the analysis of their performance. We also
discuss several open issues and challenges in the DeFi
ecosystem that need to be tackled by future research.
Paper Organizations. The remainder of the paper is

organized as follows. In Section II, we give a brief intro-
duction to the background of blockchain, smart contract, and
decentralized finance (DeFi). Thereafter, we summarize six

https://github.com/Messi-Q/DeFi-Protocol
https://github.com/Messi-Q/DeFi-Protocol
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common types of DeFi attacks and present concrete examples
in Section III. In Section IV, we investigate state-of-the-art
bug detection and repair techniques for smart contracts and
DeFi protocols. Section V describes the dataset construction,
and presents the evaluation results of available automated
vulnerability detection tools on DeFi protocols. In Section VI,
we discuss several open issues and challenges. Finally, we
conclude the paper in Section VII.

II. BACKGROUND

Before diving into the key components, please allow us
to introduce the required background on blockchain, smart
contract, and decentralized finance.

A. Blockchain In A Nutshell

Blockchain, a distributed ledger maintained in a decentral-
ized manner, was first popularized as the technology behind
Bitcoin [58]. The ledger is shared among all participating
nodes in the blockchain network. A public blockchain network
has an open and transparent infrastructure, which is not owned
or controlled by any centralized organization [59]. Put differ-
ently, blockchain can guarantee the fidelity and security of the
recorded data without the need for a trusted intermediary.

More specifically, the distributed ledger contains a sequence
of blocks, each of which records a set of transactions. Every
block links to its previous block, forming a chain. When a user
wants to add a new transaction to the ledger, the transaction
data is verified by the so-called miners (bookkeeping nodes)
and put into a new block [60]. Once the new block is confirmed
by miners that follow a consensus protocol, it is added to
the chain [61]. Each miner stores a duplicate transaction
ledger, which endows the blockchain with decentralized and
immutable nature, that is, nobody can alter and delete the data
recorded in the ledger.

Evolution of Blockchain. The first implementation of
a blockchain system was Bitcoin, i.e., decentralized digital
currency verified using cryptography [62]. The second wave of
decentralized blockchain applications started with the advent
of Ethereum [63], which introduced smart contracts and en-
abled multiple types of dapps. In recent years, a new subfield
of blockchain, decentralized finance [64], which specializes
in advancing financial technologies and services on top of a
permissionless blockchain (typically Ethereum), has attracted
considerable attention worldwide. For a thorough background
on blockchain, readers can refer to SoKs, such as [65]–[67].

B. Ethereum and Smart Contract

Ethereum is one of the most prevalent blockchain platforms,
which is the first to introduce the functionality of smart
contracts [68]. Ethereum smart contracts are developed in
high-level programming languages such as Solidity [69] and
Vyper [70]. Smart contracts are essentially a set of digital
agreements with encoded rules that can be enforced without
the involvement of a trusted third party. They are compiled
to bytecode and executed within a virtual machine called
the Ethereum Virtual Machine (EVM). Once deployed, smart

contracts are uploaded to the blockchain and broadcast to all
ledger nodes for backup.

A smart contract can implement arbitrary rules for manip-
ulating digital assets [2]. The rules defined in a smart con-
tract are strictly and automatically followed during execution,
effectuating the ‘code is law’ logic [9]. While Ethereum is
becoming one of the most influential blockchains, it has been
exposed to a large number of smart contract security vulner-
abilities [71]. Since DeFi protocols are usually composed of
multiple smart contracts, it inevitably becomes an attractive
attack target, which has caused numerous financial losses [72].

C. DeFi: Decentralized Finance

Decentralized finance, a peer-to-peer financial system
powered by the blockchain, is flourishing [73]. With the
widespread adoption of smart contracts, the concept of de-
centralized finance truly came to fruition, even to the point
of hosting an economy exceeding $200 billion [38], [74].
DeFi builds upon the permissionless foundation provided by
blockchains. Anyone is free to propose a novel financial
contract, and anyone can interact with, transfer assets to, and
withdraw assets from it, as long as the participants abide
by the immutable contract rules. A DeFi protocol typically
consists of multiple interactive smart contracts that run on
top of the blockchain’s state machine. Currently, a variety
of financial services are migrating to the DeFi ecosystem,
including lending and borrowing, decentralized exchanges,
portfolio management, derivatives, and many others [21], [75]–
[77]. To provide an intuition of what DeFi is and what DeFi
can do, we present a high-level overview of DeFi in Fig. 2.
Explicitly, we summarize the applications of DeFi into six
categories.

1) Lending and Borrowing: Lending and borrowing of
assets in a DeFi application are realized through protocols for
funds loaning, which are referred to as the DeFi lending proto-
cols [78]. Decentralized lending services constitute the largest
class of DeFi applications, with a cumulative TVL of over
$40 billion [79]. They offer loans to individuals or businesses
using smart contracts as negotiators or intermediaries, as smart
contracts automate the lending and borrowing process [80].

In DeFi applications, loans are generally of two forms. One
is the over-collateralized loan, where the borrower is required
to post collateral, i.e., provide something of value as security
to cover the debt [81]. In this way, collateralization ensures
that the lender can recover the loaned value and provides the
borrower with an incentive to repay the loan. Another inter-
esting form is the non-collateralized loan, i.e., flash loan [36].
Flash loans allow users to borrow any available amount of
assets from a liquidity pool without upfront collateral, as long
as the loan is repaid at the end of the transaction. Flash
loans leverage the atomicity of the blockchain transaction (i.e.,
a transaction reverts to its previous state if the loan is not
repaid within the current transaction) to facilitate several use
cases, e.g., decentralized exchange arbitrage [82] and collateral
swaps [73].

In general, a transaction reverts due to three possible
reasons: 1) the transaction sender does not specify sufficient
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Fig. 2. A high-level overview of DeFi ecosystem. DeFi builds upon a distributed blockchain network, enabling various DeFi applications, such as portfolio
management, decentralized exchanges, derivatives, lending and borrowing, stablecoin, and aggregator.

transaction fees, 2) the transaction does not satisfy a condition
set forth by the interacting smart contract, or 3) the transaction
conflicts (e.g., double spending) with another transaction [83].
Flash loans, therefore, entail two interesting properties. First,
the lender is guaranteed that the borrower will repay the
loan. If the repayment is not performed, the loan will not
be given. Second, the borrower can technically request any
amount of capital, up to the number of funds available in a
flash loan pool. While providing convenience, flash loans allow
adversaries to launch malicious attacks with a large number of
assets that they do not actually own. Undesirable trades using
the flash loan have resulted in numerous notorious attacks on
DeFi applications, such as [84]–[86].

2) Decentralized Exchange: Decentralized exchange
(DEX) is essentially a kind of DeFi protocol that enables
the on-chain exchange of digital assets [87]. Users can trade
different tokens in a decentralized manner by interacting with
smart contracts. Decentralized exchanges have accumulated
over $25 billion locked funds. For example, one of the largest
DEXs is Uniswap [88], whose users have locked up around
$8 billion in token value. Compared to traditional centralized
exchanges, DEXs have advantages in privacy protection and
asset management. There are two modes in DEXs, i.e., list
of booking (LOB) and automated market maker (AMM).
DEXs in LOB mode maintain an off-chain order book to
record users’ bids and asks, namely, the order matching is
performed off-chain. DEXs in AMM mode achieve a fully
decentralized exchange. AMM allows liquidity providers, the
traders who are willing to provide liquidity to the market,
to deposit assets into a liquidity pool. The market maker

can deposit two or more tokens into a liquidity pool with a
self-defined weight. The trade rate between cryptocurrencies
in the pool is automatically calculated based on the pricing
mechanism [89]. AMM has become the most popular mode
in DEXs due to its flexible liquidity [90], [91].

3) Portfolio Management: As more and more DeFi pro-
tocols motivate clients to provide liquidity, a new type of
project, known as portfolio management, debuts to help users
(i.e., liquidity providers) invest their assets [92], [93]. They
automatically find the DeFi protocols that provide the highest
annual percentage yield (APY). However, liquidity allocation
is an arduous task for liquidity providers who seek to maxi-
mize their profits due to the complex and expansive space of
yield-generating options. Therefore, the management of on-
chain assets that serve as decentralized investment funds can
be automated through DeFi protocols. An investment strategy
that entails transacting with other DeFi protocols is encoded
in the smart contracts, and the invested assets are deposited
into the contract [94].

4) Derivative: DeFi derivatives are built upon the smart
contracts that derive value from the performance of an under-
lying entity, such as currencies, bonds, and interest rates [95].
Tokenized derivatives can be created without trusted third
parties and are able to prevent the influence of malicious
attacks. While approximately 99% of the derivative trading
volume is created on centralized exchanges, a number of
DeFi protocols have emerged that provide similar function-
ality, with a particular focus on futures, perpetual swaps, and
options [96]. Popular examples of DeFi derivatives include
CompliFi [97], dYdX [98], and BarnBridge [99], etc.
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5) Stablecoin: Stablecoins are a class of cryptocurrencies
designed to ensure price stability [100], [101]. Typically,
stablecoins are stabilized by either being directly/indirectly
backed or intervened through various stabilization mecha-
nisms. The popular stablecoins, such as USDC or USDT, are
custodial and fall outside the scope of DeFi, as they primarily
rely on a trusted third party. In decentralized settings, the
challenge for the protocol designer is to construct a stablecoin
that achieves price stability in an economically secure and
stable manner and where all necessary parties can continue to
participate profitably [102]. Price stability is achieved through
on-chain collateral that provides a foundation of secured loans
from which the stablecoin derives its economic value. Non-
custodial stablecoins aim to be independent of the societal
institutions that custodial designs rely on. Popular stablecoins
in DeFi include Tether [103], DAI [104], Diem [105], etc.

6) Aggregator: DeFi aggregator is essentially a platform
that consolidates trades from various decentralized platforms
into one place, increasing the efficiency of cryptocurrency
trading [106]. Typically, a DeFi aggregator leverages multiple
DEXs and implements various buying and selling strategies
to help users maximize profits, while mitigating gas fees and
DEXs trading commissions [64]. Not only do aggregators pull
the best prices, but some DeFi aggregators even offer a unique,
user-friendly way to analyze and combine other users’ trading
strategies via a convenient drag-and-drop mechanism [107]. In
particular, with the advent of DeFi aggregators, new entrants to
the industry can benefit from DeFi without understanding the
complex technologies such as trading, decentralized services,
and blockchain. Overall, an aggregator helps users make
better trading decisions. Popular DeFi aggregators include
1inch [108], Matcha [109], and Plasma.Finance [110].

III. OVERVIEW OF DEFI ATTACK

DeFi has taken an incredible wave of popularity and enabled
growing penetration in various industries. Nevertheless, due
to the trillion dollars wealth it holds, DeFi attracts numerous
external attacks, which severely threaten the security of the
entire DeFi ecosystem [111], [112]. While multifarious DeFi
attacks have attracted considerable attention, there is still
a lack of a well-structured overview for providing an in-
depth review and analysis of DeFi attacks. Motivated by this,
we present a comprehensive review of various DeFi attacks,
hoping to inspire the readers. Specifically, we examine the
well-known DeFi attack incidents over the past three years,
which are listed in Table I. We summarize these attacks into
six categories, i.e., flash loan attack (pump and arbitrage, price
manipulation, reentrancy), deflation token attack, sandwich
attack, and rug pull attack. It is worth noting that many
existing works have investigated a variety of vulnerabilities
in traditional smart contracts, such as timestamp dependency
and unhandled exception [66], [113], [114]. Instead, in this
work, we mainly take an insight into attacks and vulnerabilities
targeting DeFi protocols. Next, we will go through the details
of the DeFi attacks one by one.

dYdX

Flash Loan 2.048M USDC Repay 2.048M USDC

Curve Y

Exchange 2.048M USDC 

For 2.028M DAI

Curve sUSD

Exchange 2.028M DAI 

For 2.064M USDC

Exchange Rate:
1.010 USDC/DAI

Exchange Rate:
1.018 USDC/DAI

Profit: 16K USDC

Attacker

1

2

4

3

Fig. 3. A pump and arbitrage attack on the DeFi protocol — dYdX.

A. Flash Loan Attack

As an emerging service in the DeFi ecosystem, the flash loan
allows users to apply for a non-collateral loan. While providing
convenience, it enables adversaries to launch malicious attacks
with a large number of assets that they do not have [27]. After
scrutinizing existing DeFi attacks, we found that around 50%
of DeFi attack incidents involve flash loans [36]. Flash loan
attack has become the most prominent form among various
DeFi attacks. In particular, we summarize three major types
of flash loan attacks, namely, pump and arbitrage [28], price
manipulation [55], and reentrancy [32]. For each type of flash
loan attack, we present the intuition to identify the essence of
the attack. We then deliver a concrete example to clarify the
attack.

1) Pump and Arbitrage: Generally speaking, arbitrage is
the practice of making a profit by trading on different ex-
changes that provide different prices for the same asset.
Since the DeFi market reacts more slowly to events on the
blockchain network than the real-world market, attackers can
take advantage of market inefficiencies to buy and sell an asset
at different prices, gaining financial benefits. With the flash
loan, attackers can achieve arbitrage without any pre-owned
asset. Particularly, once the price difference is found, attackers
can instantly borrow a considerable amount of assets with a
flash loan service and further achieve arbitrage.

Intuition. The nucleus of the pump and arbitrage attack is
that the attacker leverages the different prices of the same asset
on different exchanges. For example, the attacker pumps the
ETH/WBTC exchange rate on a constant product AMM (e.g.,
Uniswap) with the leveraged funds of ETH in a margin trade.
Afterwards, the attacker purchases ETH at a cheaper price on
the distorted price market with the borrowed WBTC from a
lending platform.

Example. We present, as an example, the specific details
of the pump and arbitrage attack on the DeFi protocol dYdX1,
which is shown in Fig. 3. Specifically, the attacker first
borrows a flash loan of 2.048 million USDC from the exchange
dYdX in step ❶. Then, the attacker exchanges all holding USDC

1dYdX: https://dydx.exchange

https://dydx.exchange
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Attacker

Decentralized Protocol bZx
(Flash Loan Provider)

Decentralized Exchange

Uniswap
Stablecoin

Synthetix

Decentralized Exchange

Kyber

1 Pay Back 4,418 ETH6 Borrow 6,799 ETH Using 
All 1,099,842 sUSD

5Borrow 4,418 ETH

Exchange 540 ETH For 
92,420 sUSD

2

Deposit 3,518 ETH For 
943,838 sUSD

4

Exchange 360 ETH For
63,584 sUSD

3

Fig. 4. A price manipulation attack on the DeFi protocol — bZx.

for 2.028 million DAI in another exchange Curve Y with an
exchange rate of 1.010 USDC/DAI in step ❷. Thereafter, he/she
exchanges all DAI for 2.064 million USDC in the third exchange
Curve sUSD with an exchange rate of 1.018 USDC/DAI in
step ❸. Finally, the attacker repays the original borrowed
2.048 million USDC in step ❹. With the two exchanges, the
attacker finally gains an arbitrage of 16 thousand USDC (i.e.,
16 thousand = 2.064 million - 2.048 million).

2) Price Manipulation: Price manipulation is one of the
most common flash loan attacks. In such attacks, the adversary
distorts the reported price and propagates the distortion using a
vulnerable customized function, causing the victim to receive
inaccurate price information. As a result, the victim is tricked
into overvaluing or undervaluing the target asset. Typically,
the process of a price manipulation attack consists of the
following four steps, all of which are executed within the same
transaction to avoid being interrupted by other operations [30].
• Prepare Target Asset. First, an attacker prepares a target

asset, whose price the attacker intends to inflate. Further-
more, the attacker borrows a large number of funds with a
flash loan for the next phase.

• Inflate Asset Price. Then, the attacker manipulates the price
of the target asset by significantly reducing its reserves in
the corresponding AMM liquidity pools. This is typically
done by swapping a large amount of the target asset for
another token. The attacker reports the manipulated price
of the target asset to the victim.

• Profit From Victim. Since the victim may overvalue the
target asset, the attacker makes a profit by exchanging the
target asset for another asset through the victim’s services
(e.g., collateralized borrowing).

• Recover Asset Price. Finally, the attacker performs the
reverse actions to restore the unbalanced AMM liquidity
pools to their original state. As a result, the attacker avoids
the losses caused by the second-step price slippage and
repays all his original assets, paying only for the swap fees.
Intuition. The core of the price manipulation attack is

that the attacker lowers the token exchange rate by using a
flash loan. In the second step, the adversary benefits from
the decreased exchange rate. As an example, the attacker can
gain a profit from the decreased ETH/sUSD exchange rate by
borrowing ETH against sUSD as collateral.

Example. To further elaborate on the price manipulation
attack, we present a real-world attack example on the DeFi
protocol bZx2, as shown in Fig. 4. In this case, the attacker
exploits the dependency of bZx on other DeFi protocols (i.e.,
Uniswap and Kyber) to manipulate the asset exchange rates,
making profits within a single atomic transaction. In particular,
the attacker takes a sequence of six transactions, consisting
of borrowing, exchanging, and repaying assets (e.g., ETH and
sUSD). Note that these transactions are packed into the same
transaction in the exact order.

Specifically, the attacker first borrows 4,418 ETH from bZx
(step ❶ in Fig. 4), then the attacker uses the 4,418 borrowed
ETH to exchange for sUSD using other DeFi protocols, i.e.,
Uniswap, Synthetix, and Kyber, respectively (steps ❷–❹
in Fig. 4). Since bZx relies on Uniswap and Kyber for price
oracles, which are susceptible to large amounts of transactions,
the attacker can thus heavily skew the exchange rate of
ETH/sUSD in bZx in his/her favor. After that, the attacker
triggers step ❺, namely, borrowing 6,799 ETH using all holding
1,099,842 sUSD. Finally, the attacker pays back 4,418 ETH in
step ❻, which is borrowed at the very beginning. The outcome
of steps ❶–❻ is that the attacker gains a net profit of 2,381
ETH (i.e., 2,381 = 6,799 - 4,418), with only a small amount
of ETH to pay a gas fee.

3) Reentrancy: In traditional smart contracts, reentrancy is
a well-known vulnerability that caused the notorious DAO
attack [115]. When a function F of a victim contract trans-
fers money to a malicious attack contract C, due to the
default settings of smart contracts, the fallback function of
C is automatically triggered. The attack contract C can set
a malicious operation in its fallback function, i.e., calling
F again to perform an illegal second-time transfer. As the
current execution of F is waiting for the first-time transfer to
finish, the balance of C may not be reduced yet, making F
wrongly believe that C still has enough balance and transfer
to C again. Therefore, the attack contract C can exploit the
reentrancy vulnerability to successfully steal additional money
from the victim contract. Similarly, DeFi protocols have also
suffered from such a reentrancy attack [116]. However, unlike
a traditional reentrancy attack on a single smart contract, the
flash loan reentrancy attack on DeFi protocols usually involves
multiple smart contracts.

Intuition. In essence, a reentrancy attack is caused by
some untrusted external calls that interrupt some atomic trans-
actions (e.g., transferring and accounting), resulting in incon-
sistent variable states. The core of the flash loan reentrancy
attack is that the attacker exploits the inconsistent state of
different loan pools before and after a contract’s lending (i.e.,
transferring) to achieve multiple unregistered loans.

Example. To further illustrate the flash loan reentrancy
attack, we present a typical example of the DeFi proto-
col Cream.Finance3 in Fig. 5. Specifically, attacker A
borrows 500 wETH from UniSwapV2 with a flash loan in
step ❶. Then, A collateralizes the borrowed 500 wETH to
Cream.Finance in exchange for 24,172 crETH in step ❷.

2bZx: https://bzx.network
3Cream.Finance: https://cream.finance

https://bzx.network
https://cream.finance
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Decentralized Exchange 
UniswapV2
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Reentrancy

……

Function
borrow () {
…..

}

Function
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…..

}
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Exchange For 24,172 crETH

Borrow 1,948M AMP with
All holding crETH

(crAMP Pool)
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(crETH Pool)1

2

3

4

Fig. 5. A reentrancy attack on the DeFi protocol — Cream.Finance.

Note that Cream.Finance consists of multiple loan pools,
each of which is essentially a smart contract. Thereafter, A
invokes the function borrow in the crAMP pool and exchanges
for 1,948 million AMP with all holding crETH in step ❸. How-
ever, the transfer of an AMP automatically triggers the fallback
function in the attacker’s contract. Since the borrowing status
of A in the crAMP pool has not been updated, attacker A
calls the function borrow in another pool crETH in step ❹,
thus gaining an extra crETH from the pool.

B. Deflation Token Attack

Deflation is a term used in crypto finance to describe a
drop in the value of an asset due to certain factors such as
over-minting [117]. Token deflation refers to the phenomenon
that the total supply of tokens decreases each time a token
transfer happens. With the rise of decentralized finance, var-
ious deflation tokens are emerging. Some types of deflation
tokens in DeFi are implemented in the form of deducting a
certain percentage of tokens for destruction and redistribution
each time a user performs a transaction transfer [21]. This
may result in the actual number of tokens received by the
recipient being less than the amount paid by the sender. The
principle of the deflation token attack is that the attacker
exploits such characteristics to reduce the number of a target
token by performing multiple in and out transfers, in order to
profit from the difference in the amount of the deflation token.

Example. Fig. 6 presents a real-world example to illus-
trate the deflation token attack on the Memestake contract of
the DeFi protocol Sanshu Inu4. The overall attack process
can be summarized into the following four steps.
• First, the attacker creates two contracts and initializes

them accordingly. Specifically, contract A1 is an investment
contract that deposits 2,049 billion KEANU tokens into the
Memestake pool, and A2 is the attack contract that is used
to manipulate the reward calculation of Memestake.

• Then, the attacker calls A2 to deposit/withdraw a large
number of KEANU tokens to/from Memestake many times,
forcing Memestake to trade KEANU in large quantities.
Since KEANU is a deflation token, each transaction costs
2% of the transaction amount, resulting in the real number
of tokens that users deposit to Memestake being smaller

4Sanshu Inu: https://sanshuinufinance.com
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Fig. 6. A real-world deflation token attack on DeFi protocol — Sanshu Inu.

than the registered number in user.amount maintained by
Memestake. However, when A2 performs the withdrawal
operation, Memestake still transfers the recorded amount
of tokens to A2, which leads to the continuous reduction of
the token holdings of KEANU in the Memestake pool.

• Next, the attacker uses A2 to modify the value of
accMfundPerShare in the Memestake. This value depends
on the number of KEANU tokens in the pool that the attacker
manipulated in Step ❷. That is, the real number of KEANU
tokens in the Memestake has been reduced to a small one.
Thus, when A1 withdraws the KEANU tokens deposited in
Step ❶, it can receive a reward of MFund tokens far in excess
of the normal value.

• Finally, the attacker swaps the extracted MFund and KEANU
tokens to ETH, and transfers them away through Tornado,
making a net profit of 56 ETH.

C. Sandwich Attack

A sandwich attack is a typical predatory trading strategy in
which a trader wraps a victim transaction with two malicious
transactions, one before the victim transaction and one after
the victim transaction [54], [79], [89], [118]. In such attacks,
the malicious attacker first scans the mempool for pending
transactions and finds that a user (i.e., the victim) is trying to
trade an asset X for another asset Y. Then, the attacker buys
asset Y at a low price. This transaction may be earlier than the
victim’s transaction. Once this transaction is completed before
the victim’s transaction, the price of asset Y will increase
accordingly5. When the victim’s transaction is carried out,
he/she will receive a smaller quantity of asset Y than he/she
was supposed to receive due to the increase in the price of asset
Y. Finally, the attacker sandwiches the victim’s transaction
by selling off asset Y at a higher price than he/she bought
it, thereby profiting from the manipulated price. This attack
sequence allows the attacker to pocket a profit by front-running
and back-running a trader, creating an artificial price rise.

5The exchange rate of each transaction is determined by preset algorithms
and market liquidity reserves [119]. A buy order will increase the price of an
asset, while a sell order decreases the price of the asset.

https://sanshuinufinance.com
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Attacker

1

2

Buy USDT with 5 ETH

Get 14,286 USDT Back

Revenue: 7 - 5= 2 ETH

3

4 6

Buy USDT with 20 ETH

Get 45,714 USDT Back

100 ETH
300,000 USDT

Buy ETH with 14,286 USDT5

Get 7 ETH Back

Financial Loss: 50,000-45,714=4,286 USDT

Fig. 7. A simplified example of the sandwich attack on AMM DEXs.

It is worth mentioning that, in the blockchain, the miners
sort the transactions in the memory pool according to the gas
price, and then select the transactions in the order of the gas
price from high to low when creating a block [120], [121].
Therefore, an attacker can achieve the sandwich attack as long
as the gas price of the front-running transaction is set slightly
higher than that of the victim transaction, and the gas price of
the back-running transaction is lower than that of the victim
transaction.

Intuition. The core of the sandwich attack is that the
attacker hunts for a victim transaction. Then, he/she quickly
buys the asset at a low price and ensures that this transaction
is scheduled just before the victim transaction (i.e., front-
running). Finally, the attacker sells the asset shortly after the
victim’s transaction (i.e., back-running) to make a profit.

Example. As shown in Fig. 7, the attacker front-runs the
victim transaction with a buy order of USDT and back-runs the
victim transaction with a sell order. Specifically, the victim
transaction aims to buy USDT with 20 ETH. If there are no
attackers, the trader will get back 500,000 USDT. However,
the attacker front-runs to exchange 14,286 USDT for 5 ETH in
steps ❶–❷ and sandwiches the victim transaction. Since the
reserves in the liquidity pool change after each transaction.
The original state of ETH/USDT is 1/3,000. After the attacker’s
first transaction, the state of ETH/USDT becomes 1/2,721.
Therefore, in steps ❸–❹, the victim can only exchange 45,714
USDT for 20 ETH, resulting in a loss of 4,286 USDT. After the
victim’s transaction, the state of ETH/USDT in the liquidity
pool changes to 1/1,920. Finally, the attacker uses all holding
14,286 USDT to exchange for 7 ETH in steps ❺–❻, gaining a
profit of 2 ETH.

D. Rug Pull Attack

Rug pull refers to the draining of investments from DEX
liquidity pools or the sudden dereliction of a project, sweeping
away investors’ funds without any warning signs [122], [123].
The rug pull attack occurs mostly in decentralized exchanges
(DEXs) and is a typical scam in DeFi. Scammers invest a lot of
money in liquidity pools and publish attractive advertisements
on social media to attract investors. Once investors deposit
tokens into these liquidity pools, the scammers will “sweep
the carpet”, namely, withdraw all the tokens from the pools.

A typical type of rug pull attack involves manipulating the
token price with the attacker’s reserves, such as provoking the
token value to drop precipitously to zero. The rug pull attacks
in DeFi have caused more than $2.8 billion in losses in 2021,
making it the biggest scam in the DeFi ecosystem (accounting
for 37% of all scam revenue in 2021) [124].

Example. In July 2021, the digital collectible platform
Bondly Finance was compromised [125]. According to the
disclosure of the project, the attacker gained access to the
password account of the CEO of Bondly Finance through
a carefully planned strategy. The password account contains
the mnemonic recovery phrase of his hardware wallet, which
allows the attacker to access the BONDLY smart contract after
copying the password. The attacker exploited this vulnerability
to mint 373 million BONDLY on Ethereum, resulting in a
significant drop in the token price and a loss of $5.9 million.

Due to the complexity and diversity of the DeFi ecosystem,
we are unable to describe each type of DeFi attack and
vulnerability in detail. We have listed the well-known DeFi
protocols that have suffered from a DeFi attack over the
past three years in Table I. Additionally, we refer the readers
to [187] for more hacks, frauds, and scams in DeFi.

Summary: Why are various DeFi attack incidents
emerging?
(1) DeFi is open-source, suggesting that its code
is available to everyone, which inevitably introduces
security risks.
(2) A DeFi protocol is vulnerable to external exploita-
tion due to its complexity and composability.
(3) DeFi protocols tend to be launched in a rush. In
order to earn the new financial market share promptly,
some developers did not perform adequate security
checks of the DeFi protocol, leaving a potential risk
of security vulnerabilities.

IV. REVIEW OF SMART CONTRACT AND DEFI SECURITY
TOOLS

To safeguard the security of participant funds and privacy in
smart contracts and DeFi protocols, recent advancements put
forward corresponding solutions by incorporating vulnerability
detection and automated repair techniques.
• Vulnerability Detection. A plethora of work has been

designed to automatically identify vulnerabilities in smart
contracts. Existing surveys have provided a relatively com-
prehensive overview of current bug-finding tools for smart
contracts. However, a fine-grained classification and empir-
ical comparison of existing methods is still lacking. More-
over, many of these approaches are tailored for traditional
smart contracts, which are typically single contracts. It
is necessary and critical to verify whether these methods
can effectively handle complex DeFi protocols. Towards
these, we not only perform an empirical analysis of existing
smart contract bug detection tools but also evaluate their
effectiveness in detecting vulnerabilities in DeFi protocols.
Furthermore, several recent efforts have explored detect-
ing attacks against DeFi protocols by analyzing the DeFi
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TABLE I
A SUMMARY OF WELL-KNOWN DEFI PROTOCOLS THAT HAVE SUFFERED FROM EXTERNAL ATTACKS. SPECIFICALLY, CATEGORY MEANS THE CATEGORY

OF DEFI FINANCIAL SERVICES. ATTACK TYPE DENOTES THE ATTACK TYPE THAT A DEFI PROTOCOLS HAD ENDURED. LOSS INDICATES THE
CORRESPONDING FINANCIAL LOSSES CAUSED BY THE ATTACK. DATE INDICATES THE TIME WHEN THE ATTACK OCCURRED.

# DeFi Protocols Category Attack Type Loss Date Ref.
1 bZx-V1 Lending and Borrowing

Flash Loan Attack

$9.4 Million 2020.02.17 [126]
2 MakerDAO Other $9 Million 2020.03.12 [127]
3 UniSwap Decentralized Exchange $0.3 Million 2020.04.18 [128]
4 bZx-V2 Lending and Borrowing $8.1 Million 2020.09.15 [129]
5 Eminence Finance Gaming $15 Million 2020.09.29 [130]
6 Harvest Finance Derivative $33.8 Million 2020.10.26 [131]
7 Akropolis Aggregator $2 Million 2020.11.12 [132]
8 Pickle Finance Yield Aggregator $20 Million 2020.11.22 [133]
9 Warp Finance Lending and Borrowing $7.7 Million 2020.12.17 [134]
10 Alpha Homora Derivative $37.5 Million 2021.02.13 [135]
11 Spartan Decentralized Exchange $40 Million 2021.05.02 [136]
12 Value DeFi Derivative $28 Million 2021.05.07 [137]–[139]
13 Venus Lending and Borrowing $300 Million 2021.05.19 [140]
14 PancakeBunny Aggregator $47.1 Million 2021.05.20 [141], [142]
15 Burgerswap Decentralized Exchange $7.2 Million 2021.05.28 [143]
16 JulSwap Decentralized Exchange $0.7 Million 2021.05.28 [144]
17 Belt Finance Decentralized Exchange $50 Million 2021.05.30 [145]
18 SushiSwap Decentralized Exchange $0.11 Million 2021.07.21 [146]
19 THORChain Cross-Chain Bridge $5.8 Million 2021.07.22 [147]
20 Vee Finance Lending and Borrowing $13.5 Million 2021.09.21 [148]
21 Indexed Finance Aggregator $16 Million 2021.10.14 [149]
22 Cream Finance Lending and Borrowing $130 Million 2021.10.27 [150]
23 Nerve Portfolio Management $8 Million 2021.11.15 [151]
24 Beanstalk Stablecoin $182 Million 2022.04.17 [152]
25 Saddle Finance Decentralized Exchange $10 Million 2022.04.30 [153]
26 Balancer Portfolio Management

Deflation Token Attack
$0.5 Million 2020.06.28 [154]

27 Sanshu Inu Gaming $5 Million 2020.12.28 [155]
28 Ankr Other $5 Million 2022.12.02 [156]
29 Lendf.Me Lending and Borrowing

Reentrancy Attack

$25 Million 2020.04.18 [157]
30 Origin Other $7 Million 2020.11.17 [158]
31 Grim Finance Derivative $30 Million 2021.12.19 [159]
32 Rari Capital Lending and Borrowing $90 Million 2022.04.30 [160], [161]
33 FEI protocol Stablecoin $80 Million 2022.04.30 [162]
34 Mango Decentralized Exchange Sandwich Attack $100 Million 2022.10.12 [163]
35 BONDLY Stablecoin Rug Pull Attack $22 Million 2021.07.15 [164]
36 Bancor Decentralized Exchange

Smart Contract Logic Bug

$23.5 Million 2020.06.16 [165]
37 DODO Pool Decentralized Exchange $3.8 Million 2021.03.09 [166]
38 Uranium Finance Decentralized Exchange $50 Million 2021.04.28 [167]
39 ChainSwap Cross-Chain Bridge $4.8 Million 2021.07.11 [168], [169]
40 Popsicle Derivative $25 Million 2021.08.04 [170]
41 Poly Network Cross-Chain Bridge $611 Million 2021.08.10 [171]
42 Compound Finance Lending and Borrowing $160 Million 2021.10.03 [172]
43 PAID Network Decentralized Exchange Compromised Private Key $160 Million 2021.03.05 [173]
44 Ronin Gaming $622 Million 2022.03.23 [34]
45 Oypn Insurance

Other

$0.37 Million 2020.08.04 [174]
46 Chainlink Stablecoin $0.34 Million 2020.08.30 [175]
47 Cover Insurance $5 Million 2020.12.28 [176]
48 yCredit Finance Decentralized Exchange $326 Million 2021.01.02 [177]
49 Yearn Finance Aggregator $11 Million 2021.02.04 [178]
50 Furucombo Aggregator $15 Million 2021.02.27 [179]
51 EasyFi Lending and Borrowing $80 Million 2021.04.20 [180]
52 VaultSX Other $13.5 Million 2021.05.16 [181]
53 AnySwap Decentralized Exchange $7.9 Million 2021.07.10 [182]
54 SafeDollar Stablecoin $0.25 Million 2021.07.28 [183]
55 BadgerDAO Other $120 Million 2021.12.02 [184]
56 Wormhole Message Passing $7.7 Million 2022.02.02 [185]
57 Nomad Cross-chain Bridge $190 Million 2022.08.02 [186]
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transactions and restoring the high-level DeFi semantics.
Given the lack of review of attack detection tools on DeFi
protocols, we illustrate the design of existing DeFi attack
hunting techniques, as well as their workflow.

• Automated Repair. While existing tools are able to identify
vulnerabilities and highlight the affected code lines in smart
contracts, they exhibit certain limitations in automatically
providing patches. In this context, smart contract automated
repair is emerged as a countermeasure. Unfortunately, due
to the immutability of the underlying blockchain, the smart
contract cannot be updated once deployed. Therefore, tradi-
tional program repair techniques cannot be applied to smart
contracts. This makes it challenging to fix vulnerabilities
in smart contracts. Recently, several efforts have been
proposed to automatically patch vulnerabilities in smart
contracts and DeFi protocols, leading to a new branch of
smart contract security. However, a systematic review of
existing automated repair methods for smart contracts is
still missing. Towards this, we conduct a comprehensive
review of current automated repair approaches, expecting
to provide overall insights and facilitate future work.
In what follows, we will introduce the existing bug detection

and automated repair techniques for smart contracts and DeFi
protocols, respectively.

A. Vulnerability Detection

In this subsection, we investigate 42 well-known approaches
that are able to detect smart contract vulnerabilities and DeFi
attacks, which are listed in Table II. More specifically, we first
demonstrate the principles of the smart contract vulnerability
detection tools, organized by the specific analysis techniques
on which they are mainly based on. Furthermore, we sum-
marize the vulnerability types supported by the smart contract
vulnerability detection tools and list them in Table III. Finally,
we elaborate on the design of existing DeFi attack hunting
approaches as well as their workflow, hoping to push forward
the boundaries of this research direction.

1) Static Analysis: Static analysis refers to the technique
of analyzing programs without actually executing them. It
examines code in the absence of real input data and is capable
of detecting potential security violations, runtime errors, and
logical inconsistencies. Static analysis techniques have been
widely applied to smart contract vulnerability detection, which
can be broadly divided into two categories, i.e., formal ver-
ification [228] and symbolic execution [229]. In particular,
when performing static analysis on smart contracts, researchers
often utilize intermediate representation-based analysis meth-
ods [230], which can store and preserve the rich semantics of
the Source Code.

a) Formal Verification: Formal verification eliminates
the ambiguity and incompatibility in a smart contract by
transforming its concepts, judgments, and logic into a formal
model [231]. It cooperates with rigorous proofs to verify
the correctness and security of functions in smart contracts.
Common formal verification methods include model check-
ing [232] and deductive verification [233]. Specifically, model
checking enumerates all possible states of a smart contract

through state-space searching and then checks whether the
contract has corresponding security properties. Deductive veri-
fication uses logical formulas to describe a verification system
and then proves whether the system has certain security prop-
erties through predefined rules. In general, formal verification
techniques mainly propose a formal model and define the
formal semantics of contracts to verify the security properties
in smart contracts. We review existing formal verification
methods for smart contract bug detection and give their brief
principles as follows.
• SECURIFY [188] extracts the semantic information from the

bytecode of smart contracts and then takes advantage of a
set of compliance and violation security patterns that capture
sufficient conditions to prove the presence or absence of
vulnerabilities.

• VERISMART [190] is an accurate verifier for ensuring
arithmetic safety of smart contracts. Particularly, it takes
advantage of a domain-specific algorithm to automatically
discover and exploit transaction invariants, which are essen-
tial for precisely analyzing smart contracts.

• VERISOL [191] is a highly automated formal verifier that
checks the semantic compliance of smart contracts against
a state machine model with an access control policy.

• ZEUS [192] employs abstract interpretation and symbolic
model checking to ascertain verification conditions, and
verifies the correctness of smart contracts during the formal
verification process.
Symbolic Execution. Symbolic execution methods ana-

lyze software programs using symbolic values as inputs rather
than specific values during execution [234]. Once a program
branch is reached, the analyzer collects the corresponding path
constraints following a constraint solver to obtain specific
values that can trigger each branch. Notably, symbolic exe-
cution is capable of exploring multiple paths simultaneously.
However, it also faces unavoidable problems such as path
explosion. In most cases, the symbolic executor first constructs
a control flow graph (CFG) from the Bytecode. It then
designs appropriate constraints based on the characteristics of
the vulnerabilities. Finally, the executor uses the constraint
solver to analyze the control flow graph and generate the
bug report. We present well-known symbolic execution-based
vulnerability detection methods for smart contracts as follows.
• DEFECTCHECKER [193] is a symbolic execution-based

bug checker that analyzes the smart Bytecode to generate the
CFG, stack event, and three code features (i.e., Money Call,
Loop Block, and Payable Function), and combines them to
detect vulnerabilities.

• HONEYBADGER [194] is built on a taxonomy of honeypot
techniques. It adopts symbolic execution and well-defined
heuristics to pinpoint various types of honeypots in smart
contracts.

• MAIAN [195] keeps track of contracts that can self-destruct
or drain Ether from arbitrary addresses, or those that accept
Ether but have no payout functionality. It performs inter-
procedural symbolic analysis and uses a concrete validator
to expose vulnerabilities.

• MANTICORE [196] is a dynamic symbolic execution
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TABLE II
OVERVIEW OF STATE-OF-THE-ART METHODS FOR DETECTING VULNERABILITIES AND ATTACKS TARGETING SMART CONTRACTS AND DEFI PROTOCOLS.

# Tool Type Analysis Level Public Available Reference
1 SECURIFY

Formal Verification

Bytecode https://github.com/eth-sri/securify2 [188], [189]
2 VERISMART Source Code https://github.com/kupl/VeriSmart-public [190]
3 VERISOL Source Code https://github.com/microsoft/verisol [191]
4 ZEUS Source Code Not Available [192]
5 DEFECTCHECKER

Symbolic Execution

Bytecode https://github.com/Jiachi-Chen/DefectChecker [193]
6 HONEYBADGER Bytecode https://github.com/christoftorres/HoneyBadger [194]
7 MAIAN Bytecode https://github.com/MAIAN-tool/MAIAN [195]
8 MANTICORE Bytecode https://github.com/trailofbits/manticore [196]
9 MYTHRIL Bytecode https://github.com/ConsenSys/mythril [197]
10 OYENTE Bytecode https://github.com/melonproject/oyente [198]
11 OSIRIS Bytecode https://github.com/christoftorres/Osiris [199]
12 SEREUM Bytecode https://github.com/uni-due-syssec/eth-reentrancy-attack-patterns [200]
13 TEETHER Bytecode https://github.com/nescio007/teether [201]
14 VERX Source Code https://github.com/eth-sri/verx-benchmarks [202]
15 ETHIR

Intermediate Representation

Bytecode https://github.com/costa-group/ethIR [203]
16 SMARTCHECK Source Code https://github.com/smartdec/smartcheck [204]
17 SLITHER Source Code https://github.com/crytic/slither [50]
18 VANDAL Bytecode https://github.com/usyd-blockchain/vandal [205]
19 CONTRACTFUZZER

Fuzzing Test

Bytecode https://github.com/gongbell/ContractFuzzer [51]
20 CONTRAMASTER Source Code https://github.com/ntu-SRSLab/vultron [206], [207]
21 REGURAD Source Code Not Available [208]
22 ILF Source Code https://github.com/eth-sri/ilf [209]
23 HARVEY Source Code Not Available [47], [210]
24 CONFUZZIUS Bytecode https://github.com/christoftorres/ConFuzzius [211]
25 SFUZZ Bytecode https://github.com/duytai/sFuzz [212]
26 XFUZZ Source Code https://github.com/ToolmanInside/xfuzz_tool [213]
27 SMARTIAN Bytecode https://github.com/SoftSec-KAIST/Smartian [214]
28 RLF Source Code https://github.com/Demonhero0/rlf [215]
29 IR-FUZZ Source Code https://github.com/Messi-Q/IR-Fuzz [216]
30 ITYFUZZ Source Code https://github.com/fuzzland/ityfuzz [217]
31 SAFERSC

Deep Learning

Bytecode https://github.com/wesleyjtann/Safe-SmartContracts [218]
32 RECHECKER Source Code https://github.com/Messi-Q/ReChecker [219]
33 CONTRACTWARD Bytecode Not Available [220]
34 S-GRAM Source Code https://github.com/njaliu/sgram-artifact [221]
35 TMP Source Code https://github.com/Messi-Q/GNNSCVulDetector [9], [222]
36 DEESCVHUNTER Source Code Not Available [223]
37 CODENET Source Code Not Available [224]
38 DL-MDF Source Code Not Available [225]
39 BLOCKEYE

DeFi Attack Hunting

DeFi protocol Not Available [53]
40 DEFIRANGER DeFi protocol Not Available [55]
41 FLASHOT DeFi protocol Not Available [52]
42 PROMUTATOR DeFi protocol https://github.com/csienslab/ProMutator [30]

framework for analyzing bytecode of smart contracts, pro-
viding an effective way to maximize code coverage and find
execution paths that lead to vulnerabilities and reachable
self-destruct operations.

• MYTHRIL [197], developed by ConsenSys [235], relies on
concolic analysis, taint analysis, and control flow checking
of the bytecode to prune the search space and expose
vulnerabilities in smart contracts.

• OYENTE [198] is one of the pioneer smart contract analysis
tools. It uses symbolic execution to identify smart contract
vulnerabilities based on the control flow graph. OYENTE
is also used as a basis for several other tools, such as
HONEYBADGER, MAIAN, and OSIRIS.

• OSIRIS [199] extends OYENTE and supports to detect the
integer overflow vulnerability of smart contracts.

• SEREUM [200] employs dynamic taint tracking to monitor
the data flow during the contract execution, avoiding incon-
sistent states and effectively preventing reentrancy attacks.

• TEETHER [201] searches for vulnerable execution traces in
a contract’s control flow graph and automatically creates an

exploit for a contract given only its bytecode.
• VERX [202] is a automated verifier prove functional spec-

ifications of smart contracts. It incorporates the delayed
predicate abstraction approach, which combines symbolic
execution during transaction execution with abstraction at
transaction boundaries, facilitating the automatic verifica-
tion of the security properties of smart contracts.

Intermediate Representation. As the logic of smart
Source Code becomes more complex, it becomes increasingly
difficult to deal with the source code directly [236]. A family
of works, instead, can deal with pure bytecode [237], [238].
However, they still suffer from low accuracy due to the
inherent difficulty of interpreting bytecode and restoring com-
prehensive data and control flow dependencies in the missing
source code. To facilitate the analysis of smart contracts,
researchers probe to convert the source code or bytecode
of a smart contract into an abstract code structure that is
conducive for further processing, referred to as an intermediate
representation (IR), and then analyze the IR to discover
security problems. An intermediate representation of the smart
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TABLE III
A SUMMARY OF BUG TYPES SUPPORTED BY EACH TOOL. FOR EACH TYPE: AC IS SHOT FOR ACCESS CONTROL; AF IMPLIES ASSERTION FAILURE; BD

INDICATES BLOCK DEPENDENCY (BLOCK.TIMESTAMP, BLOCK.NUMBER, BLOCK.BLOCKHASH, ETC); DS REFERS TO DENIAL OF SERVICE; DD DENOTES
DANGEROUS DELEGATECALL; FE REPRESENTS FREEZING ETHER; GS MEANS GASLESS SEND; LE IS LEAKING ETHER; RE STANDS FOR REENTRANCY;

IO DENOTES INTEGER OVER- /UNDER- FLOW; SC IMPLIES SUICIDAL CONTRACT; SA REFERS TO SHORT ADDRESSES; TO IS TRANSACTION ORDER
DEPENDENCY; TX MEANS TRANSACTION ORIGIN USE; UC INDICATES UNCHECKED LOW-LEVEL CALL; UE IS UNHANDLED EXCEPTION. FOR MORE

DETAILS OF VARIOUS SMART CONTRACT VULNERABILITIES, WE REFER INTERESTED READERS TO [66], [226], [227].

Tool Vulnerability Type
AC AF BD DS DD FE GS LE RE IO SC SA TO TX UC UE

CODENET [224] ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗

CONFUZZIUS [211] ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓

CONTRACTFUZZER [51] ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

CONTRAMASTER [206], [207] ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

CONTRACTWARD [220] ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

DEESCVHUNTER [223] ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

DEFECTCHECKER [193] ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗

DL-MDF [225] ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

ETHIR [203] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

HARVEY [47], [210] ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓

HONEYBADGER [194] ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

ILF [209] ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

IR-FUZZ [216] ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

ITYFUZZ [217] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗

MAIAN [195] ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

MANTICORE [196] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

MYTHRIL [197] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

OYENTE [198] ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗

OSIRIS [199] ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

RECHECKER [219] ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

REGURAD [208] ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

RLF [215] ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

SAFERSC [218] ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

SECURIFY [188], [189] ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

SEREUM [200] ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

S-GRAM [221] ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

SFUZZ [212] ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓

SMARTCHECK [204] ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓

SMARTIAN [214] ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

SLITHER [50] ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

TEETHER [201] ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

TMP [9], [222] ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

VANDAL [205] ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓

VERISMART [190] ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

VERISOL [191] ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

VERX [202] ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗

XFUZZ [213] ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗

ZEUS [192] ✗ ✗ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

contract is an arbitrary representation of a program between
the source code and the bytecode [50], [230], [239]–[241].
Since the intermediate representation abandons the complex
logic in the source code while preserving rich data and control
flow semantics, it can be favorable to further processing
and analysis. We conclude intermediate representation-based
analysis techniques for smart contracts as follows.

• ETHIR [203] converts the control flow graph of smart
contracts into the rule-based intermediate representation
(RBP), and then infers the security properties of smart
contracts based on the RBP.

• SMARTCHECK [204] is an extensible static analysis tool
for smart contracts, which converts the source code of a
smart contract into an XML-based intermediate represen-
tation. It uses the lexical and syntactic analysis of the
Solidity source code, looking for vulnerability patterns and
bad coding practices.

• SLITHER [50] converts the smart Source Code into an
intermediate representation of SlithIR. SlithIR uses a static
single allocation (SSA) form and a reduced instruction set
to simplify the contract analysis process while preserving
the semantic information of the source code.
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• VANDAL [205] is composed of an analysis pipeline and
a decompiler. The decompiler performs an abstract in-
terpretation to convert the bytecode into an intermediate
representation in the form of logical relations, and then uses
novel logic-driven methods to detect vulnerabilities in smart
contracts.
2) Fuzzing Test: Fuzzing has proven to be a success-

ful technique for discovering software bugs over the past
decades [242]. A wide variety of fuzzing methods have
emerged, such as whitebox, blackbox, and greybox [243]–
[245]. The main idea of fuzzing techniques is to feed a mass
of test inputs (i.e., test cases) into the program under test and
expose vulnerabilities by monitoring the reported abnormal
results or exceptions [51]. When applied to smart contracts, a
fuzzing engine first attempts to generate initial seeds and form
executable transactions. With the assistance of the feedback
of test results, it will dynamically adjust the generated test
cases to explore as much contract state space as possible.
This process is repeated until a stopping criterion is satisfied.
Finally, the fuzzer will analyze the results generated during
fuzzing and report to users. We review current smart contract
fuzzing methods and summarize their principles as follows.
• CONTRACTFUZZER [51] is one of the earliest fuzzing

frameworks for smart contracts, which identifies vulnera-
bilities by monitoring runtime behavior during a fuzzing
campaign.

• CONTRAMASTER [206] is an oracle-supported dynamic
exploit generation framework for detecting vulnerabilities
in smart contracts. It combines the analysis of data-flows,
control-flows, and contract state information to guide seed
mutation.

• REGUARD [208] is a fuzzing-based analyzer to automat-
ically detect reentrancy vulnerabilities in Ethereum smart
contracts. It dynamically identifies reentrancy bugs by iter-
atively generating random but diverse transactions.

• ILF [209] proposes a new approach for learning an effective
yet fast fuzzer from symbolic execution by phrasing the
learning task in the framework of imitation learning.

• HARVEY [210] extends standard greybox fuzzing for pre-
dicting new test inputs that are more likely to cover new
paths or reveal vulnerabilities in smart contracts.

• CONFUZZIUS [211] is a hybrid fuzzer for smart contracts
that uses evolutionary fuzzing to exercise shallow parts of a
smart contract. Specifically, it employs constraint solving to
generate test cases, enforcing the fuzzer to reach complex
and deep branches.

• SFUZZ [212] presents an efficient and lightweight multi-
objective adaptive strategy to dig out potential vulnerabili-
ties hidden in the hard-to-cover branches.

• XFUZZ [213] is a machine learning-guided smart contract
fuzzing framework that uses machine learning predictions
to guide fuzzers for vulnerability detection.

• SMARTIAN [214] employs a novel feedback mechanism,
i.e., data-flow-based feedback, to guide the greybox fuzzer
to systematically generate critical transaction sequences.

• RLF [215] introduces a reinforcement learning-guided
fuzzing framework for smart contracts, which drives the

fuzzer to generate vulnerable transaction sequences.
• IR-FUZZ [216] extends sFuzz, which engages in a se-

quence generation strategy that contains invocation ordering
and prolongation to trigger deeper states in a smart contract.

• ITYFUZZ [217] is a snapshot-based fuzzer for testing
smart contracts, which incorporates new waypoint mech-
anisms optimized to prioritize the exploration of interesting
snapshot states, allowing for efficient program exploitation.
In particular, ITYFUZZ is able to analyze complex DeFi
protocols and identify the price manipulation vulnerability.
3) Deep Learning-based Methods: In recent years, there

has been a growing practice of detecting program security
vulnerabilities using deep learning technologies [246], [247].
The advancement of deep learning has promoted the emer-
gence of various vulnerability detection methods [248], [249].
Existing deep learning-based methods usually convert smart
contracts into intermediate representations and then construct a
deep neural network as the detection model. As deep learning
technology has demonstrated its superiority in handling so-
phisticated data, it can also be applied to deal with the complex
business logic of DeFi protocols. We provide existing deep
learning-based smart contract vulnerability detection methods
as follows, hoping to inspire others.
• SAFERSC [218] is the first deep learning-based vulnerabil-

ity detection model for smart contracts, which analyzes the
operation code (i.e., opcode) of smart contracts and trains a
long short-term memory network (LSTM) as the detection
model.

• RECHECKER [219] constructs the bidirectional long short-
term memory network based on an attention mechanism to
precisely detect the reentrancy vulnerability.

• CONTRACTWARD [220] extracts bigram features from the
smart contract opcode and adopts a variety of machine
learning algorithms to detect bugs in smart contracts.

• S-GRAM [221] introduces a novel semantic-aware security
auditing technique for analyzing smart contracts. The key
insight behind S-gram is a combination of N -gram language
modeling and lightweight static contract analysis.

• TMP [222] proposes to cast the source code of a smart con-
tract into a contract graph and builds a temporal-message-
propagation graph model to identify vulnerabilities.

• DEESCVHUNTER [223] uses a modularized and system-
atic deep learning-based framework to detect vulnerabilities
in smart contracts. It employs the proposed vulnerability
candidate slice (VCS) to guide the model to capture the
critical part of the vulnerability.

• CODENET [224] is a code-targeted convolutional neural
network (CNN) architecture that detects vulnerable smart
contracts while preserving their semantics and context.

• DL-MDF [225] identifies smart contract vulnerabilities
based on deep learning and multimodal decision fusion.
Specifically, it extracts the features of the source code,
operation code, and control flow of a smart contract through
multiple models respectively, and then adopts a multimodal
decision fusion strategy to output the detection results.
4) DeFi Attack Hunting: Generally speaking, detecting

DeFi attacks requires the ability to recover and understand
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the logical semantics of DeFi protocols, which is typically
missing in the aforementioned solutions that find bugs only
in traditional smart contracts. Current DeFi attack hunting
methods [30], [53], [55] consider simulating the attack process
to detect potential DeFi attack behaviors. Technically, they
monitor the contract transactions during the attack simulation
and reveal DeFi attacks using the patterns with the recovered
high-level semantics of DeFi protocols. In what follows, we
will elaborate on the specific design and workflow of existing
DeFi attack hunting tools.

Phase 1: Oracle Analysis

Phase 2: Attack Monitoring
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Fig. 8. The overall workflow of BLOCKEYE, which consists of oracle analysis
and attack monitoring.

a) BLOCKEYE: BLOCKEYE [53] is a real-time attack
detection system for DeFi protocols. It models interdependen-
cies between DeFi protocols and flags potential DeFi attacks
with an end-to-end analysis in real-time. The key insights
behind BLOCKEYE are symbolic oracle analysis and pattern-
based runtime transaction validation. To illustrate the overall
insights of BLOCKEYE, we further describe its workflow
in Fig. 8, where BLOCKEYE works in two phases. In the
first phase, BLOCKEYE performs symbolic analysis on smart
contracts of a given DeFi protocol. Specifically, the goal of
this phase is to model the inter-DeFi oracle dependency, i.e.,
how the oracle data provided by one DeFi protocol affects
the services of another. Once oracle-dependent state updates
are found, BLOCKEYE identifies the DeFi protocols as po-
tentially vulnerable. In the second phase, BLOCKEYE installs
a runtime monitor for vulnerable DeFi protocols to detect
external attacks. Specifically, BLOCKEYE employs a transac-
tion monitor to collect related transactions based on extracted
characteristics. Then, the end-to-end analysis of transactions
is performed according to predefined heuristics, e.g., a large
profit is made in a short period. Potential attacks are flagged
by BLOCKEYE if an abnormal sequence of transactions is
detected. Finally, BLOCKEYE generates an analysis report for
attack verification.

b) DEFIRANGER: DEFIRANGER [55] is designed to
detect price manipulation attacks on DeFi protocols. Specifi-
cally, DEFIRANGER restores the high-level semantics of DeFi
protocols by constructing the cash flow tree (CFT) from
transactions and lifting the low-level semantics to high-level
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Fig. 9. The general workflow of DEFIRANGER.

ones. After that, DEFIRANGER detects price manipulation
attacks using the patterns expressed with recovered DeFi se-
mantics. The workflow of DEFIRANGER is depicted in Fig. 9.
DEFIRANGER initially collects raw Ethereum transactions,
and then constructs the cash flow tree that is used to convert
raw transactions to token transfers. Then, DEFIRANGER uses
a lifting algorithm to recover the DeFi semantics from the CFT.
Finally, DEFIRANGER detects price manipulation attacks by
matching recovered semantics with attack patterns or rules.
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Fig. 10. The high-level workflow of PROMUTATOR.

c) PROMUTATOR: PROMUTATOR [30] is a scalable
security analysis framework that can detect price oracle vul-
nerabilities in DeFi protocols. PROMUTATOR simulates price
oracle attacks on a DeFi protocol locally and observes how a
price oracle handles abnormal price data feeds. Fig. 10 shows
the high-level workflow of PROMUTATOR, which processes
each transaction through three phases: decoding, mutation, and
analysis. PROMUTATOR detects the price oracle bug by using
built-in mutation and detection rules, which can be extended
to cover other types of vulnerabilities using custom mutation
and detection rules. PROMUTATOR outputs whether a target
DeFi protocol is vulnerable based on the detection rules and
the analysis of mutated traces.

d) FLASHOT: FLASHOT [52] is a framework that is
able to reveal the microscopic process of the flash loan attack
in a clear and precise way. Specifically, FLASHOT is designed
to illustrate the precise asset flows intertwined with smart
contracts in a standardized diagram. In addition, FLASHOT
performs an in-depth analysis of a typical flash loan attack
(e.g., pump and arbitrage), with a more accurate model and
solution regarding the optimization problem, as well as some
economic explanations for the attacker’s malicious behavior.
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TABLE IV
OVERVIEW OF STATE-OF-THE-ART TOOLS FOR REPAIRING VULNERABILITIES IN SMART CONTRACTS AND DEFI PROTOCOLS.
VULNERABILITY NUMBER REPRESENTS THAT THE NUMBER OF VULNERABILITY TYPES CAN BE REPAIRED BY EACH TOOL.

Tool Analysis Level Vulnerability Number Public Available Reference
SCREPAIR Source Code 4 https://github.com/xiaoly8/SCRepair [250]

SMARTSHIELD Bytecode 3 Not Available [251]
SGUARD Source Code 4 https://github.com/duytai/sGuard [252]

EVMPATCH Bytecode 2 https://github.com/uni-due-syssec/evmpatch-developer-study [253]
AROC Source Code 4 Not Available [254]
HCC Source Code 2 Not Available [255]

ELYSIUM Bytecode 7 https://github.com/christoftorres/Elysium [256]
DEFINERY1 Source Code 4 https://sites.google.com/view/ase2022-definery [257]

1 DEFINERY is built on SCREPAIR. DEFINERY enables property-based automated repair of smart contracts while providing formal correctness
guarantees.

Summary:
(1) Most state-of-the-art vulnerability detection ap-
proaches are tailored for traditional smart contracts
or a single contract. DeFi protocols present unique
challenges for analysis compared to those in traditional
smart contracts due to the composability of DeFi
applications. Since DeFi protocols are built on multiple
interactive smart contracts, it is difficult for them to
detect DeFi attacks and vulnerabilities.
(2) Existing DeFi attack hunting techniques are still
in their infancy, leaving a large room for improve-
ment. So it is necessary to design scalable tools for
identifying various attacks and vulnerabilities on DeFi
protocols.

B. Automated Repair

In this subsection, we review 8 existing automated repair
tools for smart contracts and DeFi protocols, which are listed
in Table IV. In particular, we summarize the principles of each
automated repair tool, and then present their advantages and
disadvantages.

a) SCREPAIR: [250] propose an automated smart con-
tract repair tool SCREPAIR using a genetic programming
search method. SCREPAIR performs parallel genetic repair by
partitioning the large search space of candidate patches into
smaller mutually exclusive search spaces that can be processed
individually. Considering the gas consumption of patches,
SCREPAIR integrates a gas-awareness technique that compares
candidate patches in terms of gas cost, thus screening out the
patches that are useful and lower gas cost. Notably, SCREPAIR
suffers from the inherent problems: 1) the generated patches
are incomplete, which can sometimes lead to ineffectiveness,
2) the selected patches may break the functionality of the
original contract, and 3) it is unable to repair the off-chain
contracts.

b) SMARTSHIELD: [251] develop a bytecode rec-
tification system SMARTSHIELD to automatically fix three
types of bugs in smart contracts. The overall workflow of
SMARTSHIELD consists of three steps: 1) extracting the
abstract syntax tree (AST) and the unfixed bytecode of a smart

contract to capture its bytecode-level semantic information;
2) generating the patches to repair the insecure control flows
and data operations based on the semantic information; 3)
outputting the patched bytecode and a bug repair report.

c) SGUARD: [252] propose an automatic fixing ap-
proach that can transform smart contracts to be free of 4 kinds
of vulnerabilities. Given a smart contract, SGUARD works in
two phases: 1) collects a finite set of symbolic execution traces
of the smart contract and then performs static analysis on
the collected traces to identify potential vulnerabilities, and
2) applies specific fixing patterns for each type of bug at the
source code level. Unfortunately, SGUARD performs source
code rewriting without further analysis of the interactions
between different functions and the global dependencies of
memory variables. The lack of such analysis in smart contract
patching typically results in the destruction of the functionality
of the original contract.

d) EVMPATCH: [253] present an automated repair
framework, called EVMPATCH, to patch faulty smart con-
tracts. EVMPATCH works in two main steps. In the first step,
based on designed patch rules, EVMPATCH uses a bytecode
rewriting engine to fix a basic block that has a vulnerability
and appends the fixed block to the end of the contract. In
the second step, after fixing a contract, EVMPATCH replays
some of the historical transactions of the original contract on a
local Ethereum client to verify that the fixed contract is correct
by observing whether attack transactions are blocked and
whether other transactions are normal. However, EVMPATCH
only works when the vulnerability is located within a single
bytecode basic block, while having difficulties in handling
vulnerabilities across separated basic blocks.

e) AROC: [254] propose a smart contract repairer named
AROC that can automatically fix vulnerable on-chain contracts
without updating the contract code. AROC consists of three
main components: 1) an information extraction module, which
captures the variable dependencies, path constraints, and con-
tract metadata to synthesize patches given vulnerable contract
source code and bug types; 2) a patch generation module,
which produces patches according to the repair templates; 3)
an enhanced EVM, which binds the generated patches to fix
the vulnerable contract and block the malicious transactions.
However, AROC only works on its own enhanced EVM, and
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Fig. 11. The overall workflow and architecture of ELYSIUM.

the binding features cannot yet be accepted by the official
Ethereum.

f) HCC: [255] develop a smart contract compiler called
HCC that can insert security hardening checks into the contract
source code automatically. HCC designs a code property graph
(CPG) to model the control and data flows of the contract and
find potential bugs. HCC then mitigates the discovered bugs
by inserting hardening patches. Hardening patches in HCC
are expressed as graph patterns that are used as templates for
CPG-level patches against bugs. However, HCC has difficulty
repairing vulnerabilities in complex DeFi protocols because it
is unable to recover complete CPGs from intertwined DeFi
protocols.

g) ELYSIUM: [256] propose ELYSIUM, a scalable tool
towards automated repair for smart contracts at the bytecode
level. The overall workflow of this tool is illustrated in Fig. 11,
which consists of four phases: 1) bug location, which is
responsible for detecting and localizing bugs in the bytecode;
2) context inference, which extracts the control flow graph of
the bytecode and infers the context information of the CFG; 3)
patch generation, which produces patches by inserting previ-
ously inferred context information into given patch templates;
4) bytecode rewriting, which injects the generated patches into
the CFG and transforms it back into bytecode.

h) DEFINERY: [257] design an approach that enables
property-based automated repair of DeFi protocols while pro-
viding formal correctness guarantees. DEFINERY is the first
attempt to repair functional specification violations in DeFi
smart contracts. DEFINERY consists of two main modules: 1)
a semantic analysis part, which symbolically executes a smart
contract with respect to a property and a sequence of functions
that lead to its violation; 2) a patch generation part, which
provides a patched version of a smart contract that satisfies the
property. Notably, the patch generation module of DEFINERY
is built on SCREPAIR. DEFINERY extends a set of statements
that are defined in SCREPAIR, combines the semantic analysis
module to perform the patch, and adds heuristics to select
changes that are likely to repair the problem.

Summary:
(1) Current automated smart contract repair techniques
only address limited types of vulnerabilities and are
difficult to deal with complex smart contracts, such as
DeFi protocols.
(2) There is still a lack of effective verifiers to prove
the correctness of patches and to validate whether
the intended functionality of the patched contract is
equivalent to the original contract.

C. Other Pioneering Work for DeFi Security

There is a growing body of literature taking care of DeFi
security from other dimensions. For example, [27] explore how
to solve weaknesses in DeFi protocols that could lead to a DeFi
security problem. [258] provide an overview of the blockchain
front-running attacks. [82] study the front-running attacks in
decentralized exchanges and propose the concept of Miner
Extractable Value (MEV), that is, miners can extract finan-
cial income by manipulating transaction orders. [18] present
a framework called DEFIPOSER, which can automatically
create revenue-generating transactions given the blockchain
state. [37] develop a formal process-algebraic technique that
models DeFi protocols in a compositional manner to enable
efficient verification of security properties. [259] introduce a
formal verification framework called Clockwork Finance for
mechanized reasoning about the economic security proper-
ties of composed DeFi protocols. [28] study the flash loan
attacks and propose an optimization approach to maximize
the profit of DeFi attacks. [89] analyze sandwich attacks in
decentralized exchanges. [79] quantify the extracted MEV
on the Ethereum, including fixed spread liquidations, and
present a generalized front-running algorithm, i.e., transaction
replay. They also measure various risks faced by liquidation
participants and quantify the instabilities of existing lending
protocols [81]. [112], formalizing a model for undercollater-
alized DeFi lending platforms to assess the risks of leverage-
engaging borrowers.

a) DeFi Risk Rating Tools: Providing a credible risk
assessment is conducive for developers or investors to find po-
tential risks in a DeFi protocol timely [260]. Not only does this
help the crypto participants make more intelligent decisions,
but it also incentivizes DeFi protocols to boost their overall
security and trustworthiness. Explicitly, developers offering
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a risk rating tool hope that the sharing of tools, standards,
and development patterns will support the safe growth of the
DeFi ecosystem, making DeFi more secure for current and
future adopters. Here, we examine two prominent rating tools,
i.e., DEFI-SCORE and DEFI-SAFETY. DEFI-SCORE [261]
is a framework for assessing risk in permissionless lending
platforms. It is a comparable value for measuring the risk
of DeFi protocols, based on factors such as smart contract
risk, collateralization, and liquidity. DEFI-SAFETY [262] is an
independent rating organization that evaluates DeFi protocols
to produce an overall safety score based on transparency and
adherence to best practices.

Summary:
(1) Improving the security of DeFi protocols is becom-
ing one of the most critical and urgent tasks for Web
3.0. Current researchers have proposed various solu-
tions for the security of DeFi protocols, such as smart
contract security audits, risk assessment mechanisms,
transaction replay verification, and so on.
(2) DeFi provides tremendous potential for innovation
and growth in the financial world. Nevertheless, this
potential comes with significant risks and challenges
that must be addressed to ensure the long-term devel-
opment of the DeFi ecosystem.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION

In this section, we aim to evaluate the performance of
existing bug detection tools in handling DeFi protocols. We
seek to answer the following questions.
• RQ1: How do traditional smart contract vulnerability de-

tection tools perform when applied to DeFi protocols?
• RQ2: What is the performance of state-of-the-art tools in

detecting DeFi attacks or vulnerabilities?
The following parts of this section present the setup and

procedure of our experimental evaluations. First, we construct
a benchmark dataset of DeFi protocols and select candidate
vulnerability detection tools for the experiments. Then, we
present the experimental setup, including metrics that are
commonly used to evaluate vulnerability detection tools and
the execution environment. Next, in a unified execution envi-
ronment, each tool analyzes DeFi protocols and generates bug
reports. Finally, we count the total number of bugs, manually
confirm the authenticity of each bug, and calculate the value of
relevant metrics, followed by the analysis of the experimental
results.

A. Dataset Construction

We construct and release a benchmark dataset, which con-
sists of real-world DeFi protocols and concerns six types
of DeFi attacks, namely, flash loan (pump and arbitrage,
price manipulation, reentrancy) attack, deflation token attack,
sandwich attack, and rug pull attack. According to the reported
DeFi attack incidents, we manually label the dataset, i.e.,
whether a DeFi protocol suffers from an external attack
or has a certain type of smart contract vulnerability. Our

TABLE V
STATISTICAL ANALYSIS OF THE DEFI PROTOCOL DATASET. CATEGORY
REPRESENTS THE CLASSIFICATION OF DEFI FINANCIAL SERVICES. FL

INDICATES THE FLASH LOAN ATTACK; DT REFERS TO DEFLATION TOKEN
ATTACK; SW DENOTES DEFI SANDWICH ATTACK; RP MEANS RUG PULL
ATTACK; OTHER ATTACK DESIGNATES UNCOMMON TYPES OF ATTACKS;
NORMAL MEANS A DEFI PROTOCOL THAT HAS NO REPORTED ATTACK.

Category FL DT SW RP Other Attack Normal Total
Lending and Borrowing 9 2 3 – 1 3 18
Decentralized Exchange 12 1 3 2 3 19 40
Portfolio Management 3 – 1 – 1 2 7

Derivative 6 – 2 1 5 11 25
Aggregator 1 1 – – 1 3 6

Other – – – – – 3 3
Total 31 4 9 3 11 41 99

annotations facilitate the evaluation of DeFi protocol analysis
tools extensively.

1) Dataset Collection and Processing: We create the
dataset by collecting DeFi protocols from three different
sources: (i) Ethereum official platform (more than 98%), (ii)
GitHub repositories, and (iii) blog posts that analyze DeFi
protocols. Note that all the DeFi protocols are collected from
trusted entities in the field. We also ensure the traceability of
each DeFi protocol by providing the address or URL, from
which they are extracted as much as possible.

In particular, we construct the dataset from different do-
mains of DeFi financial services, including lending and
borrowing, decentralized exchange, portfolio management,
derivative, and aggregator, which are the common types of
DeFi applications. Moreover, we label the dataset by inspect-
ing the smart source code and historical transactions of each
DeFi protocol.

2) Dataset Statistic and Analysis: We collected 99 open-
source DeFi protocols into the dataset, which consists of a total
of 7, 340 smart contracts. In the dataset, 58 DeFi protocols
have experienced at least one external attack. Table V presents
the statistics of the dataset. Specifically, 31 protocols are
affected by a flash loan attack, of which pump and arbitrage,
price manipulation, and reentrancy account for 26%, 58%,
and 16%, respectively. 4 protocols are struck by a deflation
token attack. Additionally, 9 protocols have suffered from
a DeFi sandwich attack, and 3 protocols have suffered a
rug pull attack. There are also 11 protocols that have been
influenced by other uncommon types of DeFi attacks, such as
yCredit.Finance [263], Oypn [264], Furucombo [179]. To
embrace the DeFi community, we have released the benchmark
dataset at https://github.com/Messi-Q/DeFi-Protocol.

B. Experimental Setup

1) Candidate Tools: After reviewing all of the tools in
Table II, we select the fully open-sourced tools for further
experiments. Specifically, for static analysis tools, we fo-
cus on the most frequently compared tools, namely, SECU-
RIFY, VERISOL, MAIAN, MYTHRIL, MANTICORE, OYENTE,
OSIRIS, TEETHER, VERX, SMARTCHECK, and SLITHER.
For fuzzing test methods, we choose CONTRACTFUZZER,
CONFUZZIUS, ILF, SFUZZ, SMARTIAN, and IR-Fuzz. For
deep learning-based methods, RECHECKER and TMP are

https://github.com/Messi-Q/DeFi-Protocol
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Fig. 12. Confusion matrix that reflects the performance of investigated tools.

selected for experiments. For DeFi security tools, we select
PROMUTATOR and DEFI-SCORE.

2) Execution Environment: A unified execution environ-
ment is extremely important for evaluating different tools,
including the unified platform and consistency of runtime
parameters. Considering that each tool has an arbitrary number
of self-defined settings, we choose the general settings that
they all support to carry out experiments, such as the compiler
type and the data dependency analyzer. All experiments are
performed on the same computer equipped with an Intel Core
i9 CPU at 3.3GHz, an NVIDIA RTX 2080Ti GPU, and 64GB
RAM. We repeat each experiment three times and report the
average results for each method.

C. Evaluation Metric

To measure the performance of the vulnerability detection
tools, we adopt the widely used metrics, including accuracy,
precision, recall, and F1-score. We run each tool in the dataset.
When the execution is finished, each tool generates a bug
report that contains the results of the vulnerability analysis.
By matching it with the manually tagged labels of the DeFi
protocols, we can calculate the true positive (TP), true negative
(TN), false positive (FP), and false negative (FN) values of
each tool. Fig. 12 illustrates all four possible outcomes with a
2×2 confusion matrix. TP represents the number of data ele-
ments for which the detection tool correctly predicts samples
with vulnerabilities. TN is the number of samples that the tool
successfully detected without vulnerabilities. FP represents
the number of samples that were falsely detected as having
vulnerabilities. FN refers to the number of samples that were
wrongly detected as protocols without vulnerabilities. Using
these data, we further calculate the corresponding evaluation
metrics as follows.

Accuracy. Accuracy is one of the most common metrics
used to evaluate the pros and cons of the bug detection tools.
Generally, it can objectively reflect the most direct ramification
of a detection tool. Bug detection is essentially a binary
classification problem, that is, the tool predicts whether a DeFi
protocol endures an external attack or has a certain type of
smart contract vulnerability.

Accuracy =
TP + TN

TP + FP + FN + TN
(1)

Precision. Precision is defined as the ratio of true positives
and the total number of positives predicted by a tool. A greater

precision value indicates a higher percentage of correct alarms
and fewer false alarms, making bug verification and code
modification easier.

Precision =
TP

TP + FP
(2)

Recall. Recall is the fraction of the total number of
relevant instances that are actually detected. A higher recall
value indicates that more real vulnerabilities are found, fewer
hidden vulnerabilities are missed, and lower risk of unknown
attacks.

Recall =
TP

TP + FN
(3)

F1-score. F1-score is the harmonic average of precision
and recall, and it is usually treated as the critical evaluation
indicator for some classification missions, e.g., bug detection.

F1 = 2 ·
Precision ·Recall

Precision+Recall
(4)

Furthermore, we follow the settings of previous
works [226], [227] and select the unique bug and execution
time as metrics to measure the performance of the tools.

Unique Bug. It refers to the total number of bug types
reported by each tool after deduplication. When using the
candidate tools to analyze DeFi protocols, we count the
number of bug types reported by each tool.

Execution Time. Execution time is also a significant indi-
cator among all methods of evaluating vulnerability detection
tools. Currently, long audit time of detection tools leads to
low efficiency of vulnerability analysis. In order to measure
the time of execution, we record the latency that identifies
the time interval between the analysis starts and ends. We
present the average execution time of each DeFi protocol in
the dataset.

D. Results and Analysis

In this subsection, we present the experimental results of
our empirical study and the answers to the research questions.
First, we verify the scalability of traditional smart contract
bug detection tools in analyzing DeFi protocols. Then, we
evaluate all available tools in terms of accuracy, precision,
recall, F1-score, unique bug, and execution time. Finally, we
provide an in-depth analysis of these tools and offer possible
improvements for future work.

1) Scalability Evaluation (Answer to RQ1): First, we run all
the candidate tools on the DeFi protocol dataset to determine
whether these tools can effectively analyze complex DeFi pro-
tocols. To be more specific, we evaluate the scalability of each
tool by testing it on both DeFi protocols and smart contracts
written in different Solidity versions. Table VI shows the ex-
perimental results. According to the principle behind each tool,
we refer to tools 1 to 19 as traditional bug detection methods,
while tools 20 to 21 are considered as DeFi analysis methods.
We can observe that: 1) most of the traditional vulnerability
detection methods for smart contracts only support detecting
low-version (i.e., solc-0.4.x) smart contracts, while only
four of them are able to analyze DeFi protocols and generate
detection results (i.e., TEETHER, SMARTCHECK, SLITHER,
and RECHECKER), and 2) the DeFi analysis methods such as
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TABLE VI
SCALABILITY EVALUATION OF EACH TOOL IN ANALYZING DEFI

PROTOCOLS AND SMART CONTRACTS WITH DIFFERENT SOLC VERSIONS.

# Tools 0.4.x 0.5.x 0.6.x 0.7.x 0.8.x DeFi protocols

1 SECURIFY ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
2 VERISOL ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
3 MAIAN ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
4 MYTHRIL ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
5 MANTICORE ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
6 OSIRIS ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
7 OYENTE ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
8 TEETHER ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓
9 VERX ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
10 SMARTCHECK ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
11 SLITHER ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✓
12 CONTRACTFUZZER ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
13 CONFUZZIUS ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
14 ILF ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
15 SFUZZ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
16 SMARTIAN ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
17 IR-FUZZ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
18 RECHECKER ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓
19 TMP ✓ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗ ✗
20 DEFI-SCORE ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓
21 PROMUTATOR ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✗ ✓

TABLE VII
PERFORMANCE EVALUATION OF EACH TOOL IN TERMS OF ACCURACY,

RECALL, PRECISION, F1-SCORE, AND UNIQUE BUG.

# Tools Accuracy(%) Recall(%) Precision(%) F1-score(%) Unique Bug

1 SLITHER 58.37 4.50 83.33 8.54 25
2 SMARTCHECK 58.91 26.96 35.65 30.70 12
3 TEETHER 63.13 31.32 75.55 44.28 1
4 RECHECKER 50.48 86.02 43.28 57.59 1
5 DEFI-SCORE 73.27 75.94 63.14 68.95 1
6 PROMUTATOR 68.45 72.30 68.69 70.45 1

PROMUTATOR can handle not only DeFi protocols but also
other versions of smart contracts.

2) Performance Evaluation (Answer to RQ2): We then con-
duct experiments to evaluate the performance of available tools
that can analyze DeFi protocols. Quantitative experimental
results of each tool are summarized in Table VII. From the
table, we obtain the following observations. (1) Comparing
different tools, DeFi analysis methods gain a higher accuracy
than other methods.For example, DEFI-SCORE and PROMU-
TATOR achieve accuracies of 73.27% and 68.45%, respectively,
which is 10.14% and 5.32% higher than the state-of-the-
art tool TEETHER. (2) In terms of F1-Score, DEFI-SCORE
and PROMUTATOR achieve 68.95% and 70.45% F1-score,
outperforming state-of-the-art methods by a large margin. We
attribute the superior performance of DeFi analysis methods
to the ability to recover high-level semantics from DeFi pro-
tocols. (3) For unique bug, traditional vulnerability detection
methods (e.g., SLITHER and SMARTCHECK) generate more
unique bugs, while DEFI-SCORE is used to assess risk in
lending protocols and PROMUTATOR can only identify one
specific DeFi attack, i.e., the price manipulation attack.

Further, we evaluate the execution time required by the
tools to analyze the DeFi protocols in the dataset. Table VIII
presents the average and total time used by each tool. The
average execution time is per project. It considers the execu-
tion of the tool on a DeFi protocol, including compilation,
construction of intermediate representation, analysis, and re-
sult parsing. From the table, we can observe two different

TABLE VIII
AVERAGE EXECUTION TIME OF EACH TOOL.

# Tools Execution Time(s)
Average Total

1 HONEYBADGER 111.68 11056.63
2 MAIAN 436.55 43218.67
3 MANTICORE 164.40 16275.90
4 MYTHRIL 126.62 12535.01
5 OSIRIS 92.23 9130.77
6 OYENTE 208.95 20686.05
7 SECURIFY 208.87 20678.13
8 SLITHER 216.26 21409.97
9 SMARTCHECK 528.69 52339.97

10 TEETHER 331.89 32856.88
11 ILF 190.93 18902.03
12 RECHECKER 8.02 793.95
13 DEFI-SCORE 10.05 994.54
14 PROMUTATOR 11.11 1100.28

groups of execution times: the tools that take a few seconds
to execute and the tools that take a few minutes. For example,
all the traditional vulnerability detection tools (lines 1-11 in
Table VIII) take a long time to analyze a DeFi protocol, rang-
ing from 92.23s to 528.69s per protocol. In contrast, the DeFi
analysis methods such as DEFI-SCORE and PROMUTATOR
are much faster, taking only 10.05s and 11.11s per protocol,
respectively. This may stem from two facts: (1) traditional
vulnerability detection tools still have inherent difficulties in
understanding the complex logic of DeFi protocols; (2) the
specially designed DeFi analysis methods are able to recover
the high-level semantics of DeFi protocols.

Interestingly, the deep learning-based method RECHECKER
is a fast tool that takes on average only 8.02s to analyze a DeFi
protocol. We explain that the deep learning model spends a
lot of time in the training phase, while the trained model can
quickly identify the key characteristics of the DeFi protocols
in the detection phase. However, we would like to point out
that the execution time does not reflect the complete picture of
the performance of these tools. For example, most traditional
vulnerability detection tools carry out invalid runs as their
output is either empty or unavailable.

Based on the experimental results, it is not difficult to find
that the performance of traditional smart contract bug detection
methods on DeFi protocols is far from satisfactory. They suffer
from the inherent issues in understanding the logical semantics
of DeFi protocols. Particularly, a DeFi protocol typically
consists of multiple interactive contracts, making it difficult for
these tools to work. On the other hand, while the existing DeFi
analysis methods achieve promising performance in detecting
certain attacks, they are still unable to handle multiple types
of attacks and discover high-level logic vulnerabilities in DeFi
protocols.

VI. DISCUSSION: OPEN ISSUES AND FUTURE
CHALLENGES

While the interest in DeFi security is growing and con-
siderable progress has been made in this area over the past
few years [265], there are still several open issues that need
to be addressed in future research activities. In this section,
we discuss the main issues that users and developers in the
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intertwined DeFi space face, and provide a summary of the
current challenges associated with DeFi security from our
perspective.

A. Underlying Infrastructure

One of the most critical security issues in DeFi is asso-
ciated with the underlying blockchain platform. Since DeFi
applications are composed of smart contracts running on the
blockchain system, their executions are affected by potential
blockchain vulnerabilities. For instance, eclipse attacks [266],
[267] to the blockchain could separate the network, which
results in churning logic among different market transactions.
Feather forking [268] and block reorganization [269] may
cause consensus vulnerabilities, and thus lead to double-
spending issues in DeFi markets. Furthermore, the limited
throughput of the blockchain may cause network conges-
tion [270], delaying the DeFi transactions.

Owing to the open and transparent nature of the blockchain
system, all market states of DeFi protocols can be observed
publicly in real-time. Meanwhile, users’ transactions will be
broadcast to the blockchain network and stored in a mempool.
The transactions in this mempool can be accessed by anyone
before miners package them in a block. Therefore, attackers
can forecast the future market states based on non-executed
transactions and utilize this knowledge to manipulate the
market operation. For instance, attackers may observe a victim
transaction in the mempool and then front-run [82] or back-
run [271] them to gain profit. Moreover, DeFi protocols are
isolated from outside of the blockchain system, while external
information cannot be utilized by these applications in real-
time. As a result, DeFi protocols rely on each other and share
information to maintain the market operation. For example,
some lending borrowing protocols utilize the real-time ex-
change rate in DEXs to determine the collateral rate [55].
Nevertheless, some attackers may target dependencies between
platforms by manipulating the state of one application and
profiting from another one [18].

Security challenges related to DeFi protocols involve inter-
actions between traders and DeFi protocols, it is difficult to
detect them effectively before launching applications. Further-
more, such security issues are associated with DeFi markets
and continuously impact DeFi users in the long term [54].
Therefore, it is important to understand how users become
aware, perceive, and prevent security issues in DeFi markets.

B. DeFi Smart Contract

Another key factor impacting on DeFi security is related
to smart contracts. Like traditional programs, smart contracts
may contain vulnerabilities. Smart contracts from various
fields now hold over one trillion dollars worth of virtual
coins, attracting numerous attacks. Cybercriminals have mined
a variety of vulnerabilities in smart contracts, leading to
substantial losses [42], [198], [272]. A large number of works
are designed, both in academia and industry, to unearth smart
contract bugs and vulnerabilities [46], [188], [253]. They
mainly revolve around static analysis and fuzzing techniques
to discover vulnerabilities. However, they have not evolved yet

to embrace the composable nature of smart contracts, which
makes it impossible for such tools to reason about scenar-
ios where the issue happens due to a change in something
external to smart contracts, such as a sudden change in a
price returned by an oracle (which often occurs in the DeFi
protocols). Furthermore, most tools reason very little about the
semantic properties of smart contracts, such as how a particular
execution path can influence ERC-20 token balances. Here,
we summarize the limitation of existing vulnerability detec-
tion techniques for smart contracts from five aspects: formal
verification, symbolic execution, intermediate representation,
fuzzing test, and deep learning, respectively.

a) Formal Verification: Formal verification methods rely
on rigorous mathematical derivation and verification, they
fail to perform path analysis of smart contracts. Therefore,
they lack the detection and judgment of executable paths in
the contract, resulting in a high rate of false positives and
negatives.

b) Symbolic Execution: Although the symbolic execu-
tion approach effectively improves vulnerability detection, it
significantly increases the computational resources and time
overhead during analysis. In particular, symbolic execution
suffers from the inherent problems of state space and execution
path explosion.

c) Intermediate Representation: Intermediate representa-
tion methods mostly rely on predefined semantic rules, they are
unable to detect the complex business logic of smart contracts
and are prone to false positives. In addition, they cannot
traverse the execution paths that may exist in the contract.

d) Fuzzing Test: Current fuzzing approaches for smart
contracts tend to generate function invocation sequences ran-
domly, ignoring data dependencies between functions. More-
over, most existing methods fail to steer fuzzing towards the
branches that are rare or more likely to possess bugs, resulting
in inefficient fuzzing where resources are wasted in normal
branches. Meanwhile, it is still challenging how to intelligently
adjust seed mutation such that the generated test cases could
reach a target conditional branch efficiently.

e) Deep Learning: Deep learning-based methods detect
vulnerabilities in smart contracts by training a large number of
vulnerable contracts and constructing a learned neural network
as the detection model. However, the absence of high-quality
smart contract vulnerability dataset severely hinders the per-
formance and credibility of deep learning-based approaches.
Furthermore, due to the black-box nature of neural networks,
deep learning-based methods endure the inherent problems of
inferior interpretability.

C. Maximal Extractable Value
The notion of maximal extractable value (MEV) was in-

troduced by [82]. It refers to the total value that miners
could extract from the manipulation of transactions within a
given timeframe, which may include multiple blocks’ worth of
transactions. MEV is predominantly captured by DeFi traders
through structural arbitrage trading strategies, and miners
indirectly profit from traders’ transaction fees.

Traders on Ethereum express their willingness to pay for
inclusion in a block through their transaction’s gas price, and
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they indicate how much they are willing to pay miners through
the transaction fee. Miners, as economically rational actors,
undoubtedly pick the transactions with the highest gas price
and order them by gas spend in the block they are producing.
Unfortunately, the financial system that is built on Ethereum
creates many pure profit opportunities such as liquidations and
arbitrages of many kinds.

Obadia et al. [273], [274] propose to construct a permis-
sionless, transparent, and fair ecosystem for MEV extraction
to preserve the ideals of Ethereum, mitigating the negative
externalities and existential risks posed by MEV. Their ap-
proach to mitigating the MEV crisis can be broken down into
three parts, namely, illuminate the dark forest, democratize
extraction, and distribute benefits.

D. Composability

Composability is one of the core features of decentralized
finance [96], [102], [259], which allows applications and
protocols to interact with one another in a permissionless way.
Benefiting from the open nature of DeFi, these applications
are leveraging one another to create a synergistic effect and
create new forms of financial services never thought pos-
sible. For example, cryptoassets in DeFi can be easily and
repeatedly tokenized and interchanged between different DeFi
protocols in a fashion akin to rehypothecation. Unfortunately,
although the composability of DeFi offers the potential to
construct complex, interconnected financial systems, it also
bears the danger of exposing traders to possible composability
risks [27]. A typical example of composability risk is the
use of flash loans for manipulating instantaneous automated
market makers (AMMs) and financially exploiting protocols
that use those AMMs as price feeds. This has repeatedly been
exploited in past attacks (e.g., [131], [275]).

To deal with composability risks, recent works [37] propose
a process-algebraic technique to achieve property verifica-
tion by modeling DeFi protocols in a compositional manner.
Nonetheless, a critical gap in DeFi research towards taxon-
imizing and formalizing models to quantify composability
risks remains. Although regarded as a fundamental basis of
DeFi, there are still considerable risks to the composability of
the ecosystem. In particular, ensuring the safety of protocol
composition will be close to impossible for any protocol
designer and forms a major challenge for DeFi going forward.

E. Oracle

DeFi oracles are essentially a third-party service that can
enable blockchain smart contracts to access external and real-
world (i.e., off-chain) resources, such as price information
and token exchange rates [64], [276]. While oracles play a
critical role in the DeFi ecosystem, they also involve a degree
of security risks. To be even more specific, the underlying
mechanics of DeFi oracles are vague and unexplored. First,
their deployment practices, such as how frequently the price
updates and how to aggregate the price value from multiple
nodes, are not transparent nor accountable, leaving room for
various external malicious behaviors. Second, the level of
trust placed in oracles is unclear and most likely unknown

to many participants of the ecosystem. Finally, the impact of
a potentially malicious oracle (or a group of oracles) on the
DeFi ecosystem is still not investigated.

While the interaction between two on-chain entities (e.g.,
smart contracts) is simple, transferring information from ex-
ternal sources like websites to a smart contract introduces
new challenges. Many DeFi applications rely on external
information, such as exchange rates and price information,
which are provided by DeFi oracles. Since the data originating
from these oracles impact the behavior of smart contracts and
users, the challenges posed by transferring external data on-
chain show a major concern. In particular, the security of these
DeFi applications is based on the reliability, accuracy, and
correctness of the provided information from oracles.

F. Privacy

The privacy and anonymity of DeFi protocols is at present
a significantly understudied area [277]–[279]. A common
view is emerging, that is the DeFi protocols cannot hit the
mainstream until the problem of privacy is addressed. Since
financial data is highly sensitive for many individuals, privacy
is a relevant topic. In particular, users aim for private transac-
tions such that no unauthorized party can obtain information
about users’ financial activities. Obviously, users may enjoy
complete privacy when trading for cryptoassets in the DeFi
market. However, a large proportion of DeFi transactions at
present occur in projects built on Ethereum, wherein agents
at best have pseudo-anonymity [19]. This indicates that if
a trader’s real-world identity can be linked to an on-chain
address, all the actions undertaken by the trader through
that address are observable. While recent advances in zero-
knowledge proofs [280], [281] and multi-party computations
[282], [283] hold many promises, these technologies are yet
to gain traction in the context of DeFi. One of the main chal-
lenges is the large computational cost of these technologies,
which makes them very expensive to use and deploy in the
context of DeFi. Therefore, a decrease in the computational
cost of the underlying blockchain may be critical to how
widely privacy-preserving technologies can be deployed by
DeFi protocols.

VII. CONCLUSION AND OUTLOOK

With further expansion of the DeFi ecosystem and its
deployment in a constantly increasing number of application
domains, security concerns (e.g., DeFi attacks) associated with
DeFi are only expected to increase in the years to come.
A considerable amount of DeFi attacks, causing billions of
dollars in financial losses, have severely threatened the security
of the whole DeFi ecosystem.

This paper aims to provide a comprehensive understanding
of various DeFi attacks and present an empirical review
of the state-of-the-art techniques that can detect or repair
vulnerabilities in smart contracts and DeFi protocols. As seen
from the literature review, a plethora of techniques have been
proposed over the years that are able to identify smart con-
tract vulnerabilities automatically. Unfortunately, since most
of them are designed for handling traditional smart contracts
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or a single contract, they can only discover low-level bugs in
smart contracts while failing to analyze complex DeFi pro-
tocols. Although recent efforts can capture attack patterns in
DeFi protocols by recovering high-level DeFi semantics from
raw transactions, they still face obstacles in distinguishing
compound attacks and vulnerabilities. On the other side, the
immutability of the underlying blockchain makes it difficult to
fix vulnerabilities in the on-chain contracts. Current automated
repair tools can fix limited types of vulnerabilities and struggle
to handle complex DeFi protocols.

There are still multiple key issues that have to be addressed
in the future to make them applicable widely in various attack
detection, risk assessment, and automated repair. As discussed
above, understanding the dependencies between intertwined
DeFi spaces is critical to figuring out the logic rules of DeFi
protocols. Furthermore, enhancing scalability is important for
existing analysis tools to support more types of attack detec-
tion and automated fixing. These and related challenges will
undoubtedly represent research priorities related to DeFi safe
ecological construction in the forthcoming year.
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